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Welcome to volume FOUR the FACTs of how the S.E.G. was invented.
Professor John Roy Robert Searl own words about his life and work.
Most of his success was by accident, by being in the right place at the right time.
Pages 508 to 705

John Roy Robert Searl

SEARL GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES:

DOC-M1-4-508.
EDITION ONE.
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UNCLASSIFED

Document for the introduction
Mathematics used in the S.E.G.

Volume one
Requirements under international Law

Approved by Secretary General.
And published under his authority.

First Edition – 2014

SEARL AEROSPACE INC
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WARNING!
Please note that these books are fully copyright protected.
They are filed at the:
Legal Deposit Office: the British Library: Boston Spa: Wetherby: West Yorkshire LS23 7BY.
Tel: 0937 546268. ENGLAND.
Also at the libraries of the:

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
The National Library of Scotland.
The Library of Trinity College, Dublin.
And the National Library of Wales.
This also includes the book of John Thomas.
The music written for me: by Barry Stroller is also protected.
This notice is to inform you that no part thereof can be reproduced without authority in
writing from Professor Searl to do so.

Professor John Roy Robert Searl.
Searl agrees that everything conceived by man is impossible until someone
say it is possible, and only then is the impossible made possible. The S.E.G.
Searl agree has taken centuries to reach the possibility to manufacture it,
which is the task of Searl Global Technologies to organize where to mass
produce it and how to mass produce it, there are a number of legal units
being set up for that task, the main part should be done in San Diego,
California, USA. Sorry China that your legal side has failed to be completed
so far to date. Still another legal paper: to get sign. What in Holland again.
2015: If Tony Blair was now Prime Minister of UK; would he now support
full mass production of the SEG?

If we gave an SEG to Tony Blaire he could keep his
promise in cleaning up the air – Searl wonder if he would?
Problem, the SEG does not produce much money in taxes –that is just one
problem, but a large one.

Acting Sectary General: to the above name company.
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This certificate is proof that Searl Aerospace is a legal company and is conforming within the legal laws of
the said State. I, Professor John Roy Robert Searl, hereby hold the position of Secretary General, to see that
this company operates within the laws of this State; thereby continue to hold good standing within the said
State. I shall try to get industry back on its feet within the USA in mass production of this power unit.
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We are here
to stay.

Professor John Roy Robert Searl: Author Reg: 1 898827: acting as Sectary General for Searl Global
Technologies group of divisions. We are a Legal company operating under legal rules at all times.
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Designing Demo One – required this kind of information.

Thursday 13th November 2014: Fernando Morris showed me this advert to ask if I would OK
him to get one of them, I gave Morris a yes to proceed to order, it will play a vital part in
our development work. Morris has now spoken with the company and arranging for one to
be dispatch to our lab. We mean business. Have no idea we conning you, this again is real.
27

The dry cell is a primary cell. It has a carbon rod for a positive electrode and a zinc
container acts as the negative electrode. An acid solution of ammonium chloride and
zinc chloride is used as the __________

28

When new, the dry cell produces an emf of about ________ volts.
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Designing Demo One – required this kind of information.

Thursday 13th November 2014: Morris received this image back from the company, they
will send the higher specs to us due to the high quality of the work we need to do,
29

The lead acid cell is a secondary cell because it can be recharged again and again. The
electrolyte is a mixture of sulphuric acid and water. The positive plate is lead dioxide
while the negative plate is pure ________

30

The electrolyte converts the lead to lead sulphate and in the process creates negative
and positive charges. This type of cell produces an emf of approximately _____ volts.

31

To recharge the cell, a voltage of about 2.5 volts is placed across the cell to force
current through it in the opposite direction. This reverses the chemical reaction and
converts the lead sulphate back to __________ acid.

1915: Alfred Wegener first introduced his Continental Drift concept, they laugh at him, he
was a German scientists. Funny: how those scientists must feel now, no doubt like
idiots.
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Designing Demo One – required this kind of information.

Thursday 13th November 2014: the company is getting the equipment ready to ship. Looks:
like they do not waste time getting orders out to customers.
32

The lead acid cell is called a wet cell because the electrolyte is a liquid. For the reason
it should not be turned on its side or upside down. This contrasts with the ______ cell
which can be used in any position.

33

The battery used in most automobiles consists of a number of lead acid cells
connected together so that the voltages from the individual cells add together. Since
the output voltage of a single cell is about 2.1 volt, a battery having an emf of
6.3volts must consist of ______ cells.

34

In the same way, a 12.6 volt battery must consist of ______ cells connected so that
the voltages add.

1942: big talk about going to Mars by a system termed Terraforming, But Searl thinks that
would take millennia years; agree we may have the technology but the economic
capacity is not. Mars is without doubt a massive mental block to design and create
for humans to go there. First Searl would prefer to Terraforming a desert here on
earth to test out the possibility it could be done by the S.E.G. and I.G.V. combination.
Well I will not be around to see that happen. So that is not my problem I guess!
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Designing Demo One – required this kind of information.

This photo is the last remaining image of the past from 1946 – 2003, of the rollers sets used
by Searl at his lectures in Mortimer, Berkshire, UK upon the first Sundays of each month.
Searl always wonders if ever he will see such demonstrations setup as he had in those days.

CONNECTING BATTERIES:
Searl have shown that cells can be connected together to increase the voltage or current
rating. Here come the Law of the squares – there are four different ways that cells or
batteries can be connected. These are series adding, series opposing, parallel, and series
parallel. Searl say’s let’s examining each of these methods in detail.

Series aiding connection::
In the 12 volt automobile battery six cells are connected together so that the individual cell
voltages add together. In the 6 volt battery, three cells are connected in the same way. To
save breaking up the following part due to lack of space here, he will carry over to next
page.
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Designing Demo One – required this kind of information.

The Boss, Prof. Searl, watching Morris, that he do not fall asleep on the job; as he has
been over working latterly, to get things moved around for the next stage that is about to
start up.

Figure 2.15: The series aiding connection.
This arrangement is called a series aiding connection and is shown in Figure 2.15A: as it
occurs in a three cell flashlight. The cells are connected so the positive terminal of the first
connects to the negative terminal of the second; the positive terminal of the second
connects to the negative terminal of the third; etc. This is a series connection because the
same current flows through all three cells. It is an aiding connection because the voltages
add together. Since the individual emf of each cell is 1.5 volts, the overall emf is 4.5 volts.
The schematic diagram for this connection is shown on the right.
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Designing Demo One – required this kind of information.

Here again are signs I have to know, and understand, for the jobs which I have had to do.
And my future will depend upon me remembering that too, dear Flowerbower, I trust you
understand, as I am not educated or intelligent like you, I am pleased to say, that I am glad
that I am not as intelligent as you, or they would have lock me up for good, in a lunatic
asylum, just where you should been put to rest. But I thank you for your help of bringing so
many people to my websites, that we can’t help loving you for all your insane statements
made upon the web. But forgive me, if I don’t kiss your arse as it’s been working overtime
on the YouTube, and I guess its feeling sore, what are you taking every night, is it castor oil,
at least it works for sure, well done my beloved son.
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Flowerbower, it appears that you have turn your hate upon this company, that gives a
picture that you are failure. If Morris said something wrong, to which I have no knowledge,
as I was not there, nor have I yet seen that program. Therefore, I am in no position to make
a judgement, all that I can say that is true, that Morris took a great gamble, giving up his
job, just to prove if I am right or wrong. But he found that I am right, so he is please he took
the gamble, and if he did lie, there must had been a reason, which I know not of. If you
wanted me to sack him or kick his arse, I am sad to say, that my feet and legs are far too
painful, so I shall have to make pass. That: I have not offended you, which is my intention.
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I will only say it once that this
photo is certified as that of Prof.
John Roy Robert Searl. Anyone
claiming otherwise will receive
12 expert lashes of my cane.
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Figure ou5.12: Use of a locatable sequence in programming pallet loading.
Figure 2.15B: shows a different type of cell. Here again the three cells are wired together in
series. NOTICE: that the voltages add together because between cells the opposite polarity
terminals are connected. That is, the negative terminal of the first cell connects to the
positive terminal of the next and so on. Thus, the three 1.5 volt cells provide a total emf of
4.5 volts. The schematic symbol is shown on the right.
Searl says with the series aiding connection, the total voltage across the battery is equal to
the sum of the individual values of each cell. However, the current capacity of the battery
does not increase. Since the total circuit current flows through each cell, the current
capacity is the same for one cell.

Series Opposing Connections:
The series aiding connection just discussed is extremely important and is widely used. The
series opposing connection of cells is just the opposite. It has little practical use and is
usually avoided. Searl has mentioned it here because an inexperienced person may
inadvertently connect cells in this way. The series opposing connection of two cells is shown
in Figure 2.16A.
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Figure OU5.13: Line diagram of the palletising program: OU course PT615 case studies: Yes
Flowerbower this is just a small part of my education study. What about yours son!
Figure 2.16: The series
opposing connection.

I’m coming soon; to
study you, watch out.
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Figure 2.17: The parallel connection.
Notice: that the two cells are connected in series, but like terminals of the cells are
connected together. Here the two voltages cancel each other so that the overall emf = 0
volt. Because the two voltages cancel, this arrangement cannot produce current flow.
Figure 1.16B: shows another example of a series opposing connection. Here three cells are
connected in series but cell number 2 is connected backwards. Consequently, its voltage is
subtracted from the voltage of the two cells connected in series aiding. The: total voltage
for cells 1 and 2 = 0 volts. This leaves the output voltage of cell 3. Therefore, the total
output of the three cells is only 1.5 volts.

Parallel Connection:
Searl has shown that the series aiding connection of cells increases the output voltage but
not the current capabilities of the cells. However, there is a way to connect cells so that
their current capabilities add together. This is called a parallel connection and is shown in
Figure 2.17A: Here, like terminals are connected. That is, all the positive terminals are
connected together as are all the negative terminals.
1931: approximately 5 months before I appeared on planted Earth the Big Bang Theory
was created. Searl wonder if his mother broke wind, which created the big bang?
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Figure 2.18: The
series – parallel
connection.

You never know when I
shall be in your district, so
keep watching our
website. Searl Aerospace.

Figure 2.17B: shows why the current capacities of the cells are added together. Notice that
the total current through the lamp is the sum of the individual cell currents. Each cell
provides only one third of the total current. Thus the total current capacity is three times
that of any one cell. However, connecting the cells in this way does not increase the
voltage. That is, the total voltage is the same as that for any one cell. If 1.5 volt cells are
used, then the total voltage = 1.5 volts.

Series-Parallel Connection:
When both a higher voltage and an increased current capacity are required, the cells are
connected in series-parallel. For example, suppose Searl have four 1.5 volt cells and Searl
wish to connect them so that the emf is 3 volts and the current capacity is twice that of any
one cell. Searl can achieve this by connecting the four cells as shown in figure 2.18. To
achieve 3 volts, cells 1 and 2 are connecting in series. However, this does not increase the
current capacity. To double the current capacity Searl must connect a second series string
(cells 3 and 4) in parallel with the first. The result is the series-parallel arrangement shown
Figure 2.18.
Searl says that to be certain that you have the idea, let’s consider another example. Let’s
suppose that wish to construct a battery with an emf of 4.5 volts and a current capacity
three times of the individual cells. Figure 2.19 shows that nine cells are required. Cells 1, 2,
and 3 are connected in a series string to provide 4.5 volts. However, to achieve the higher
current, three of these strings must be connected in parallel. Searl feels it’s time for
another programmed review:
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2014: Carla from China division of the Searl Foundation in China visited Searl with 3 other
members of the team to get more legal papers drawn up with UK solicitors. In Fact I
understand that she will be here in December with two others for more legal papers to be
signed.
FACTS:
The rollers which operate in the S.E.G. concept are similar in structure and function to that
of the batteries which you are used to. The difference between them is the fact that your
batteries do not speed around a plate to generate vast amount of electricity, which the
S.E.G. functions requires.
Your battery even when not in use is running out of energy, while the roller sets are in
constant motion, thus not running out of power. Why your battery might run for a year, the
S.E.G. should run for hundreds of years. Where your battery might leak the S.E.G. cannot
leak. Your battery has 3 main parts; the S.E.G. has 4 main parts. Your batter is cheap if you
only going to use one until it die. The S.E.G. is not cheap, but over its lifetime it will be
cheaper than your batteries. That is the picture as I see it at this date. In other words it is an
investment for life. Though I cannot see the S.E.G costing any more than the heavy duty
lorry batteries do today.
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Photo OU3.7:
Figure OU3.6:
OU3.7: Jig feet used to position car body accurately.
OU3.6: Pattern of adhesive application. This is yet more proof Flowerbower of my
education which will prove its value later in our R&D here in the USA and China. And the
outlook looks great that other countries will follow soon.
Continue Programmed Review: From 36:
36

There are several different ways in which cells and batteries can be connected to
obtain a variety of voltages and current capacities. For example, when cells are
connected in series aiding the voltage add, Thus, four cells each having an emf of 2.1
volts can be connected in series aiding configuration to produce an emf of ________
volts.

37

However, the series aiding connection does not increase the current capacity
because the total current must flow through all cells. When wiring cells in the series
aiding connection the negative terminal of one cell is connected to the ________
terminal of the next.

38

If three 1.5 v batteries with a maximum current capacity of 100 milliamperes are
connected series aiding the resultant battery will have an emf of ______ volts and a
current capacity of ________ milliamperes.

39

When connecting batteries, we sometimes inadvertently connect one battery
backwards or series opposing. When this happens the backwards battery actually
subtracts from the circuit voltage. Consequently, if in a series string of four 1.5 volt
batteries one battery is connected backwards, the total circuit voltage will be 1.5v
+1.5v + 1.5v – 1.5v = –––––– volts.
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Figure OU6.1: IMPLEMENTATION PROCDURES: Robotic Systems. There is not enough
room here to complete this requirement, and will be dealt with later. NOTE: that Searl
creates his filming by such a flow chart as he terms it. This saves time from recording to the
marketplace.
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2014: Somerset, UK: China team member took this photo; to show the facts that though
Searl is very ill he still fighting to get the S.E.G. to the marketplace where all others would
have given up. It is his faith and determination to get the S.E.G. to the marketplace that
keeps him going.
40

NOTICE: that the backward cell does not contribute to the circuit voltage. In fact, it
actually subtracts from it. Thus, if two identical batteries are connected series
opposing, the output voltage will be ______ volts.

41

To increase the current capacity, cells are connected in parallel. Thus, if a single cell
has current capacity of ¼ amp, then tree of the cells in parallel will have a capacity of
______ amp.

42

However, connecting cells in parallel does not increase the voltage. If five 2.1 volt
cells are connected in parallel the total output voltage is _______ volts. The same if
you had twenty 2.1 volt cells connected in parallel the total output voltage would be
_______Volts.
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Figure OU6.1: Rest of the layout on page 526. This represents part of my education
training with the OPEN UNIVERSITY course PT615 3 Robotic systems.
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Figure OU5.6: Robot spot welding line: This is a tiny bit of Searl education obtained from
one of Open University Courses PT615 3 robotic systems. So Searl could get an insight of
the knowhow of using Robots in his manufacturing of the S.E.G. or the I.G.V. Searl is using
cars as most people in the UK know cars have to be made, and most do not care a damn
how they are made, but Searl, not has only to know but also understand what he knows,
two entirely different worlds. His purpose is to present to you the reader what Searl is up
against in designing the product line concept; for mass production of the S.E.G. Which: will
be sooner than later that is a FACT.
43

When Searl wish to increase both the voltage and the current, Searl connect in a
series-parallel connection. The voltage is determined by the number of cells in each
series string of cells. The current capacity is determined by the __________ of series
strings connected in parallel.

44

For example, suppose Searl has a number of identical 1.5 volt cells each with a
current capacity of 200 milliamperes. To construct a 7.5 volt battery Searl would
require ________ cells connected in __________.

45

To obtain a current capacity of 800 milliamperes Searl would have to connect ______
of these strings in parallel.

46

Therefore, a total of ______ cells are required.

Searl will expand question 43 above in relation to the S.E.G .for the benefits of experts.
Who by some insane action down the S.E.G. as a con, not possible, really?
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Figure OU5.2; Learning curves relating to performance criteria. This is proof again relating
to Searl advanced education training given to him by the Open University towards his
future requirements to design and construct automatic and robotic operating systems for
mass production requirements in the near future. I have since 1946 watch the changing
world of technology and science, and been amazed at the jumps which has been achieved
in technology and science. Based just upon that issue alone shows that the feasibility of
the S.E.G. is positive.
Searl request that you look back at page at question number 43 and study that very careful.
Can you find anything wrong with it? Agree, you cannot find anything wrong with it, Searl
agrees 100% that it’s correct in all details. But the problem that occurs is when students ask
the teacher to explain the S.E.G. they say it’s a con, a fake, and impossible.
Now for the benefits of all experts, Searl will educate you on basic battery functions. If:
what the manufactures state that a battery may last 2 years (if you are lucky) from the
date of manufacture. The problem of batteries that they are stationary devices, where in
reality you need something which moves to generate large emf, and thereby last much
longer. The roller sets used in the S.E.G. actually moves in respect to current drain, which
can be maintain for hundreds of years, due to its structure it can replace the lost
electrons just as fast as it loses them. The roller sets are just the same as your battery cell,
the only difference is that each consist of 8 cells connected in parallel and on the first
plate there are 12 batteries connected in series, thus, you have voltage and current
available at all times, as it never stops running.
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Here again proof I do meet people and talk about the S.E.G. 3 of these are from China here
to sign more legal papers for China, Asia and the Middle East to start up mass production
of the S.E.Gs, the odd one is from Somerset, UK.
Searl states that the S.E.G. functions according to Sir Isaac Newton’s Second Law, that a
force (magnetic) acts upon a mass (S.E.G. roller sets) experience a force and converts that
force into an acceleration force, which converts it into a velocity force, which then
convert it into momentum. At this point all forces except momentum switches to = 0.
That now means that force of demand, velocity and momentum continue to hold at =1
leaving the rollers set to continue at that steady rate until some change takes places
which can only be demand. I trust that I have made my point clear. If you fools had
listened to me in the first place, we would not have been in the mess which we find
ourselves today. I understand the main public at large will not understand this as they
still have electricity supply.
Time is fast approaching where they will learn the hard way by going without power for a
long time or pay the earth for the supply. But don’t be fooled by lower cost for this winter,
due to drop in demand.
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Figure OU5.3: A waterfall chart: Another proof of Searl advance education via the Open
University education course PT615 3 ROBOTIC SYSTEMS, which purpose was to get the
knowhow how to employ them in a mass production system. This course was to Searl
fantastic as he actually had a 6 degree of freedom robot to use in his home of all places.
My: sincere thanks to Open University and to the person who paid for that course for me.
Yes those who claimed that I could not had done it as I had no money, agree you are right,
but unfortunate for you there are people who love helping those who truly want to learn
because they have a good reason to do so. This is the same case for Searl. He had a great
reason to learn. That is why people paid to see him do it.

VOLTAGE RISES AND VOLTAGE DROPS:
Searl points out that in electronics and electrical work there are two kinds of emf or
potential difference (that is the law of the squares again). Both are expressed in volts but
they have somewhat different characteristics. One type of emf is called a voltage rise. The
other is called a voltage drop. Searl says let’s take a look at the voltage rise first.
Figure 722.23: Voltage drops produced when a current of 1 amp. Pass

through a succession of 25 Ω resistors. Fall in potential between
certain points resulting from the passage of a current through
resistance connecting those points. This term is almost synonymous
with POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE. But: is more commonly used when
referring to differences of potential produced by resistance. Figure
722.23 shows a case in which potential differences are produced
across resistors, with figures which indicate the voltage drops round
the circuit.
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Figure OU2.10:
intensity values along
the line CD in figure
OU2.5, which yet I have
not included so far in
this document. As
within this document
purpose is to give brief
what my life was, is and
will be like. Thus, you
inventors of free energy
devices and flying
saucers can see what
you have to do to make
it a reality, and not a
dream.

Figure OU2.11:
Correlation of figure
OU2.9 with Figure
OU2.10: Correlation of
Figure OU2.9 with
figure OU2.10 from case
studies 1 & 2.

This kind of examples will be a nature event in the Searl Global Technologies section of the
company; such as SMI and SAC. Which I have to thank the Open University who gave me
the option to learn, and not just to learn but to understand that which they have taught
me. And my sincere thanks to that person who paid that cost for me. There was only one
sad thing, that when I attended their school evenings I could not hear what was being said,
no one made any effort to try to point me in the right direction for my section test. So I left
and bank on postal communication as means to check – no problem. Searl always states if
there is a way he will find it.
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Today, Friday 14th November 2014: Morris bought 3 different signs from Carla in China for
the Foundation unit. Out of the three I authorised the above one today, as Carla is in
charge of that section in China, I did not wish to disappoint her as she is trying to get that
section operational as soon as possible. I trust that people in China, Asia and the Middle
East will appreciate her efforts.
NOTE: do not stop at just the producing the S.E.G. or the I.G.V. He only knows too well that
if the Searl Aerospace actually goes into flying new technology, a hospital will be needed.
As you have heard I got promoted to one and had to learn their mathematics. Here is some
of that training, as I can recall it:
Searl states that medical literature draws on and refers to such a wide range of science and
technology and whatever Searl learn then must have change beyond belief. By now you
should understand that a new approach appeared term:

The SI Units:
SI is an example of a coherent system of units; only one unit is generated for each physical
quantity, and relationships between units employ product and quotient operations
involving no numerical factor other than unity (1).
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Left hand illustration: The sphygmomanometer is the most common device used to
measure blood pressure. It consists of an inflatable cuff attached to a tube containing
Mercury Hg 80. The blood pressure measurements are expressed in millimetres of
mercury.
On The right hand illustration shows the act of taking blood pressure, here a doctor use a
sphygmomanometer to measure systolic and diastolic blood pressures. I am not yet
certain if my unit is here in one of these boxes which still have to be open to check what
they are. Today I restarted recording my Blood Pressure and heart, as I did in the pass, and
found it to be 101/59 pulse = 56, but not yet found the temperature kit. Well it is a start to
prove that I am still alive.
It therefore avoids the inconvenient scaling factors characteristic of non-coherent unit
systems; equations between quantities have the same form as equations between their
numerical values.
Quantities, Units, and Symbols:
Searl points out that a measurement is generally describe by a number and a unit: 150
metres for example. Such a result involves a quantity name and a unit name. Associated
with each measured quantity are one or more quantity symbols according to the
requirements of the particular discipline and the actual context, and a unit symbol allocated
to the unit thus:
Quantity name
Quantity symbol(s)
Unit name
Unit symbol
Distance
l, x etc.
metre
m
A statement such as l = 150 m may be read as ‘the quantity l equals the product of (the
number) 150 and (the unit) metre’; this is analogous to reading an algebraic equation such
as x = 3y.
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This goes back to late 1947, at Shenley Hospital training. Who wanted me to go to
university
for to
higher
education,
thereby,
returning as a doctor at that hospital. Six years
This
goes back
late 1947,
at Shenley
Hospital
meant
going
to spend
a lot Hospital
of money on my training. Searl understood that
This
goesthey
backwere
to late
1947,
at Shenley
they wanted to make certain that he was studying in the manner they needed. But alas
the homes refused to sign me over to them.
Searl say that this is termed as blood pressure reading. Here again is the law of the squares
– two readings are recorded when blood pressure is taken. Systolic blood pressure is the
higher reading and diastolic blood pressure is the lower reading.
Searl states: that a high reading. If the blood pressure monitor
reveals a reading of over 160/90 mmHg, you are considered to
be suffering from hypertension. As, this document shows only a
brief of my life studies, which still going ahead. I will end here the
full story will be in documents relating to that subject. Such
documents will appear when released under Searl Aerospace
Corporation section. Medical division: of Swallow Command.
There are many documents to prepare for this section to present
the requirements of medical staff needed to function as a first
class rated medical centre for its staff. Given time, such a centre
will be born to meet demand for operational requirements.
This relates to 1947 period, things must have change since then; it is only the matter of
getting back up to date with the progress which has been achieved. Next, Searl will attempt
to enlighten you more on the square, as he has just received sample of 2, 3, 4, and 5,
unfortunate, they are not at the same scale, but I will try to scan them in here for you to
see.
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From left to right you see illustrated square 3, square 4, and square 5, unfortunate they are
not to scale, and that spoils the facts which I wanted to show here. So you wonder what
they mean.
These represent the structure of
8
1
6
3
5
7
the illustrations shown above.
4
9
2
Square 3
They have set functions. Square
6
12
3
13
has a single X in its structure.
15
1
10
8
And likewise square 5. Where:
9
7
16
2
square 4 have no cross in the
4
14
5
11
Square 4
centre, as clearly its centre do
17
24
1
8
15
not except it. All odd numbers
23
5
7
14
16
are just drivers for the system
4
6
13
20
22
you require.
10
12
19
21
3
11
18
25
2
9
Square 5
Every category of power construction unit has its own driver. Driver 3 will only function
with gear box 4 and with no other gear box
This happens not to be a true square. Nevertheless it is
important issue that our immune system cannot identify this
structure, which means anything using that as its building
block, we Homo sapiens can’t see it. Unfortunate for us there is
one which is the virus .The best that we can do to see them is
to capture them with a special design receptors that highlight
them for our immune system to deal with them.
Instead of knocking these workers, we should thank them for their devotion to track down
the virus structure and thereby create a receptor that can identify them so our immune
system can deal with them. Of cause they are not alone, other organization receive the
same abuse, by failures who want to draw attention to themselves, by impressing others
how clever they are, I understand that it is easy for those without knowledge to believe
them. But I don’t, try pulling my other leg; I am certain that will not work either.
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This illustration shows what the matrix square 4 can create. It has been termed since 1963
as the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) by the request then of the Japanese group, who
stated that the term I was using was far too long for anyone to remember, and that Searl
name should be used within the term. It was then adopted by the UK board of directors in
that year and remain so today 2014. It is without question the best illustration of the S.E.G.
to date. Such helpers deserve a position in this growing company, in fact to be on the main
board of directors.
Searl interest goes far beyond most people; there is a great reason as to why. As Searl
states man must fine another home which is safety than this planet is at this time. At this
date we have not got a single clue as to where such a planet can be found. Searl says that if
such a planet is found the question comes how do we get there and how many we can take.
It is the Homo sapiens that create the problem of space travel; not the S.E.G. or I.G.V. or
robots, those problems are basically solved.
There is no hiding place in the Searl Technology. Facts, whether you like them or not; exit
and Searl have to accept and work with them. Which: he shows clearly in this document.
Yes, he has to reason with each option as to which way we should go for the best result. If
that turns out correct, then one could say that was sheer luck or a fluke. Searl has never
claim that he is right every time, for a massive task as he has taken on, they will bound to
be delays, why other options are checked to see which will solve the problem. But all
problems have a solution we just have to search for them.
1935: Ecosystem was coined in 1935 by British ecologist and botanist Arthur Tansley. Fact:
In 2008 Ecuador became the first country recognize ecosystem rights in its constitution.
1953: Re-creation of early atmosphere: Fact: In 1983 Miller won the Oparin Medal,
awarded for important contributions to the study of life’s origins. Was not the first to come
up with this theory. In 1922 Russian biochemist Aleksandr Oparin first suggested that life
originated in the atmosphere and continued to develop in a prebiotic form in the oceans.
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Figure 1.1: Top left: schematic representation of an influenza virus particle.
Figure 1.2: Bottom left: Electron micrograph of influenza virus particles.
Figure 1.3: Bottom right: Electron micrograph showing influenza virus particles being released from an
infected cell by the budding process. Stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate (x 100 000).

Searl interest covers a vast field of science and technology, mush more to come.
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4 of the China team visit Searl for a few days to get legal papers signed by Searl to set up
production of the S.E.G. in China, Asia and the Middle East. The weather actually held good
for those few days.
Searl presents his views based upon his knowledge base, but that does not mean you are
wrong if you think different. Or you have to do is prove to Searl that you are right. Simple as
that. Searl really do not want Influenza of any type on-board Star Ship Explorer MK 1. Searl
say we must find a solution to block this pest. The illness: that we call influenza and the
viruses responsible for causing this infection. Probably date back to antiquity. The great
plaque of Athens: dating to about 430 – 437 BC.
May well have been influenza; Thucydides recorded that it killed several thousands of the
city’s inhabitants including the great Athenian general and leader Pericles. Down through
the centuries other descriptions also suggest widespread influenza infections and epidemics
erupting time and time, for example the English Sweat of 1485 and 1551.
In the modern era it was the devastating pandemic of 1918 Spanish or swine influenza –
that first brought the disease to worldwide public notice. Remember, we can only assume
influenza was the cause of all these deaths.
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Prof. Song: from China team here to sign legal papers for China to proceed to
manufacture the S.E.G.
Searl understands that over the past few years, outbreaks or epidemics of influenza, of
greater or lesser severity, seen to have become a regular feature of life in the UK almost
every winter. There is an increased awareness of the medical and economic burdens that
have to be shouldered by the community to meet and control infection by these viruses. As
Searl understand that influenza infection contributes to a significant annual increase in
both morbidity and mortality in the UK during every winter season. It is associated with at
least 3000 – 4000 deaths, primarily in elderly persons suffering from some form of chronic
illness. During: a substantial epidemic more than 20,000 excess deaths may occur, and the
effects may be compounded by severe disruption to essential services. Influenza is the last
thing Searl wants to encounter on a Star Ship Explorer MK.1 missions when out one light
year away from planet Earth. That is just one problem that has to be solved, but an answer
will appear over time before we are ready to travel to Mars. Searl says a few lines on paper
proves nothing about your flying saucer that will go to Mars in half the time and cost of
NASA – Really – that is interesting – as that 2 weeks have passed by years, as I predicted.
For Searl Aerospace to go to Mars, that is many years away at this stage.
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Figure IC2.1: 555 connections.
Figure IC2.2: Monostable.
Every so often a device appears that is so useful that one wonders how life went on before;
With-out it. Searl favoured 555 timers is such a device which he used in many of his show
devices and of cause in Demo one. This goes back to 1977. It was first introduced by
Signetics, but is now manufactured by almost every semiconductor manufacturer. It was
cheap and probably the most versatile of the three devices which Searl employed in his
products.
The 555 device can be made to operate as a monostable as shown in Figure IC2.2 above, or
as an oscillator (multivibrator) with times from micro seconds to several hours. It could
operate on power supplies from 5v to 18v and was used with TTL for my model railways
layout it could if needed run motor car circuits with ease. Finally, and not least, the device
can source or sink up to 200mA (0.2A) allowing it to drive relays, which I use 50 to 100 of,
lamps and other large loads directly. The 555 itself takes about 10mA from the supply when
the output is high (time period) and 1mA in the rest state (output low). To this must be
added the load current.
Basic Circuits:
This section may describe the basic circuits that Searl found could be built around the 555
timer. These were used in specific applications. Searl: at least trying to give you a true
image of his life and the lectures which contain such working products using the 555.
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Rho Sigma I have
met personal.

This was the 6th book that came to my attention which discussed my work within it, most
were from Japan. Peter Barrett UK wrote the first independent report. Rev. George
Nickolson wrote his book. And I have written over 100 plus 200 newsletters. The book I am
now writing relates to mathematics and my education.
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Figure MR19: Electrolytic series; this is another learning requirement to cope with the modern relay
technology, which Searl has over 50 of them to wire up his equipment here. Yes, Flowerbower how good
are you, we know you are an expert pooing on the web.
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Figure MR-Table 23: Logic-magnetic system, current and voltage for load ranges (a) to (g).
1) 1 = 50 to 400 mA u = 28VDC are specified in Engineer’s relay handbook, which I do
not process at this date.

Voltage Rise:
Searl has shown that a battery provides an emf or voltage. It does this by chemically
producing an excess of electrons at the negative terminal and an excess of positive ions at
the positive terminal. When a load is connected across the battery, electrons flow through
the load. Each electron which leaves the negative terminal is replaced by an electron from
the battery. At the positive terminal each electron arriving from the load cancels one
positive ion. However, for each ion that is cancelled, the battery produces a replacement
ion. Thus, the voltage between the two terminals remains constant even though electrons
are constantly flowing from the negative terminal and into the positive terminal.
Searl agrees that energy is required to move the electrons through the load. The battery
gives each electron the energy required to make the trip. Searl have seen that the energy
(in joules) is related to the emf of the battery (in volts) and the number of electrons moved
(in coulombs).
1961; Human Space flight: Soviet Union on April 12 1961, Yuri Gagarin made a 108 minute
orbital flight at a height of 188 miles.
1969: Apollo 11 on July 20, 1969 landed on the Moon. Astronaut Neil Armstrong, the first
man to set foot on the celestial body. His crew member was Buzz Aldrin.
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I’m in charge and
don’t forget it!

This is my world that I am expected to understand to design operational circuits.
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The Demo one under construction, the experts claim that it would not support itself, well
we proved them wrong. Just: a handful of my team present on these odd days.
The energy comes from the chemical reaction within the battery. This energy has a capacity
to do work and the amount of work is determined by the voltage of the battery. After all, it
is the emf or voltage of the battery which causes the electrons to flow in the first place. The
battery is a source of emf. This type of emf is referred to as a voltage rise. Thus, in an
electrical circuit a voltage rise is an emf which is provided by a voltage source.
Earlier, Searl discussed several different types of voltage sources. The two most common
are the generator and the battery. However, solar cells and thermocouples also produce an
emf so they are considered voltage sources. Any emf introduced into a circuit by a voltage
source is called a voltage rise. Thus, a 10v battery has a voltage of 10v.

Voltage Drop:
Electrons which leave the negative terminal of a battery have been given energy by the
battery. As the electrons flow through the load, they give up their energy to the load. Most
often the energy is given up as heat. However, if the load is a light bulb, both heat and light
are given off. The point is that the electrons released to the circuit the energy given to them
by the battery.
1887: Speed of Light, which light travels at a fixed speed of 186,000 miles (299,338 km) per
second.
1903: First motor powered aircraft. On December 1903 Orville and Wilbur Wright; Orville
made first flight distance 120 feet in 12 seconds.
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1903: Orville and Wilbur Wright Flew this craft named the Wright Flyer at Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina. December 17, 1903 with a tip to tip, the wingspan of the Wright Flyer
measured 12.3 meters (40.3ft).
Since the energy introduced into the circuit is called a voltage rise, the energy removed
from the circuit by the load is called a voltage drop. A voltage drop is expressed in volts
just as in the case with the voltage rise. In fact Searl says that the same equation expresses
the relationship between volts, joules, and coulombs in both cases. The equation is:

Using this equation, Searl can determine the voltage drop across a load if Searl know the
energy consumed by the load (in joules) and the number of electrons flowing through the
load (in coulombs). For example, let’s assume that a light bulb releases 10 joules of energy
in one second when a current of ten amperes flow through the bulb each second. Using the
above equation, Searl can determine the voltage drop:

This is the property
of Professor John
Roy Robert Searl!

Searl is please to state: that some of his hand calculations of the 1960s, are here including
that booklet by Rev. George Nicholson which cost then 15p; term John Roy Robert Searl.
The epic story of free energy. I am sorry to say that I have forgotten who sent me it, I feel
certain it was Mr. Sainsbury in New Zealand, on hearing that I had no news that he had
wrote such a book. What people do not realise is that TV, Radio or press can release
information to the world without me being told. I do not buy newspapers, after being told
they write for idiots, and I am not an idiot. There are still hundreds of boxes to unpack.
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This is the page inside of the front cover, of the booklet by Rev. George Nickolson.
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This is his first page; remember people can write what they think how/what its purpose is.
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Second page: of his book.
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Page 3: of Rev Nickolson book.
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Page 4: of Rev George Nickolson booklet.
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Page 5: of Rev George Nickolson booklet.
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Page 6: of Rev George Nickolson book.
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Page 7: of George Nickolson book.
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Page 8: of Rev George Nickolson booklet.
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Page 9: of Rev George Nickolson booklet.
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Page 10: of Rev George Nickolson booklet.
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Page 11: of Rev George Nickolson booklet.
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Page 12: of Rev George Nickolson booklet.
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This is the second floor design of the I-G-V which was planned to follow up after Demo one
was completed. But that massive robbery of my goods turn the finance group off funding
the work, which I do not blame them, not to invest in a project that has been taken over by
those who do not know how to fore fill such contract. The plan of the first floor is shown
on the last page done. There is just one more floor level to show on the next page.
1870: The second Laws of thermodynamic say that the universe will eventually reach a
state of heat death, that’s good news.
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This is the final third floor plan, but as stated, it never got started due to that massive
robbery of my property. My sincere thanks: for all who were involved with me during this
time of development and research. Without them and those who funded the undertaking,
this work could never have been achieved.
Thanks to both TV stations and the two independent TV stations that join in over the 2
years to keep people up dated on progress on Demo One Project. By the way BB2 I never
received that Zeppelin award, which I won, by public choose. I know the media had seen it
as they confirm that, but they were surprise that I never had it on show. I forgive you BB2,
what good is an award that no one can see it?
1969: Fact: There are two basic types of string theories exist: those with close loops that
can break, and those that can’t. Which means I was 37 years of age; and I’m still one that
do not break.
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Don Kelly created this patent application of the S.E.G. design, as soon as it is recovered I
shall release it in the first possible book which I am writing at the time it’s uncovered. I have
shaken hands with him personally, following my lecture in Tesla conference meeting (USA).
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Australia: – The Atherton Times November 4th, 1977 Page 11.
TO LONDON BY DISC FOR $20 Mr Eric Mansbridge is looking forward to the day a
“Levity Disc” piloted by inventor John Searl lands on his farm at Fowell Road, Peeramon.
Just when, he says, depends on how many
People share his faith in natural energy:
generated by the astronomical universe.
For, instead of conventional fuel, the Levity
Disc would be powered by free, inexhaustible
universe energy.
Then mankind will have seen one more
Thrilling chapter: of science fiction come true.
I’m no scientist, Mr Mansbridge says. But I
Believe that John Searl has harnessed natural
energy.
“I believe that his levity disc belongs to the
Not too-distant future as a common means of transport.
Inventor john Searl’s Levity disc is to be powered by an electro-magnetic motor that
harnesses natural energy from the universe.
It would cut air fares Sydney to London about $20, and the time to little more than half an
hour.
It would be noiseless, pollution free (since it burns no ordinary fuel), and cheap to operator,
it lands and takes off on the vertical so no need for runways or launching pads.
It would make nuclear energy obsolete. Its inventor is currently working on a three seater
levity disc craft, to cost $20,000. The project is being funded by the New Zealand section of
the Searl National Space Research Consortium.
The Consortium consists of more than 1,200 members – people and organisations in many
countries. It has a laboratory in Japan, and tracking stations in Portugal and Denmark.
Its headquarters are Mortimer, Berks, England, where John Searl has been researching
natural energy for the last ten years. With the help of the British Government, he has
patented a free energy generator for use in motor vehicles.
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He is said to have had spectacular success with small, unmanned Levity Disc – from 3 feet in
diameter to 38 feet. Propelled: by free electric power derived from space, and radio
controlled from the ground. Several are alleged to have orbited the Earth hundreds of times
– and been mistaken for Flying Saucers. From the Earth, the manned craft that Mr Searl is
now developing would look like a bolt of fire.
Its high voltage generators would collect particles of energy from the solar system. It would
be surrounded by a vacuum which would make it noiseless, and would protect the
passengers from heat. It would travel at limitless speed, but not faster than light, for who
knows what lie’s on the other side of that barrier? Mr Searl is hoping to exhibit his manned
levity disc at next year’s Farnborough Air Show.
There he will fly it on to Auckland, New Zealand, flying time 30 minutes. Mr Mansbridge,
who is in constant touch with the New Zealand Consortium, is raising money locally to assist
with the project. He has been assured that if sufficient genuine interest is shown in the
North, Mr Searl would fly the levity disc to Australia from New Zealand. Since it requires no
runway it would land on the Mansbridge’s farm.
Mr Mansbridge is selling $20 shares in Searl’s Air Space Research. Holders of 5 shares would
be entitling to a 500 mile flight in the levity disc. And disc setters could book a trip to the
moon – flying time 50 minutes or spend a leisurely month on the way to Mars.
Correction: Last week’s Times carried a picture of Eric Mansbridge with an incorrect caption. Our
apologies: to readers and Mr. Mansbridge and Mr. Hardy.
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Having just read that press article, I notice a few stupid statements. Main one is one hour to
Mars. This year 2014 I have stated my aim is to reach Mars in two months regardless of its
position in reference to Earth. One hour would be the Moon or the INSS. I had hope that
funds would be in time to make the one man craft which you have seen in my books.
Unfortunate funds failed to appear. I had got legal agreements with overseas airports in
which I intended to fly to put on show. Yes New Zealand was intended to be the first.
It does not mean that funds stopped the work that it cannot be restarted, that is why I have
moved to the States and my equipment has arrived from the UK. It will take time to unpack
and re-assemble the equipment agree, as we have so much work to undertake at the lab
and then the hanger where equipment has to be set up to make the parts for the I.G.V.
There the mathematics to design the new version, yet to be done. But there are so many
legal paper works to do at cost. But slowly we are winning, with China now working with us.
Other countries are on our list to get started, I had hope Australia would had join us, but it
is still the same old problem there as always, they think they own the technology, so they
had to go, like all those before them. Mr Mansbridge did a fine job with the media;
Technical subject such as this which is a complete new window in science makes it even
harder to get funding. At this date I do not know if Mr. Mansbridge is living, if not, I am sad
that he is not around to see the progress that is taking place here in the States and starting
in China too.
There has been and still are legal bills to pay, which should never had happen in the first
place. He still has not got the goods back which he is demanding.
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October 8th 1985: Just one page of my hand calculations for Star Ship Ezekiel MK V of that
very large cut out on show to scale in the lab here.
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Figure 3.1; to load the body, or a part of it, in Tension or
(Figure 3.2): in Compression or in (Figure 3.3) Shear, or
in some combination of these loads. The force must act
on a body; it must have magnitude of definite number
of units. It acts in a straight line. Therefore, has
direction, quantities, which can be specified in this way,
are called vector quantities, because they can be
represented on paper by a straight line drawn to scale.
Flowerbower that’s amazing FACT what do you say?
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2014: update upon the S.E.G. concept, my sincere thanks to the person created this image
to help me to give you a better understanding of the S.E.G. Basically, it is all about
mathematics, with the ability of transferring those figures into images, as per above.
If you recall that I terminated the maths on voltage rise and voltage fall, to slot in the REV,
George Nickolson booklet for all to see. It shows that most people can help in some ways to
get others to take interest in this subject. So relax, I shall now return to the voltage
problem, if you wish to call it that.
Thus, the voltage drop of the light bulb is 5 volts. It is important to realize that this voltage
exists between the two terminals of the bulb and it can be measured by a meter. In fact the
meter cannot tell the difference between a voltage rise produced by the battery or S.E.G.
and a voltage drop produced by the load. This is the reason that a battery and a light bulb
may both have a rating of 12 volts. In the case of the battery or S.E.G it means that the
battery or S.E.G. supplies 12 volts. This is a voltage rise. However, for the light bulb, it
means that 12 volts is required to make it work. This is the voltage drop.
Searl says that there is one difference between the voltage drop and the voltage rise is that
the voltage drop occurs only when current flows through the load. Thus, a battery or S.E.G.
has a voltage rise whether or not it is connected to a circuit. However, a load produces a
voltage drop only when current flows through it.
1954: imagine a world without polyethylene, from plastic grocery bags, Gallon milk
containers. Many products are found by accident, and this was one of them.
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Figure HE2.20: the voltage drops are equal to the voltage rises.

Voltage Drops Equal Voltage Rises:
Figure HE2.20A: shows a 10V battery with a light bulb connected across it. The battery
provides a voltage rise of 10 volts. As electrons flow through the lamp, a voltage drop is
developed across it. Since the lamp consumes the same amount of energy that the battery
provides, the voltage drop across the lamp is equal to the voltage rise across the battery.
This also applies to the S.E.G. That is, the voltage drop is 10 volts.
In Figure HE2-20B: two light bulbs are connected in series across a 10V battery. Each bulb
drops part of the 10v supplied. If the two lamps are identical, then each will drop half the
supplied voltage as shown. If the two lamps are not identical, one bulb will drop more
voltage then the other. However, the sum of the voltage drops will always equal the sum of
the voltage rises.
Figure HE2.21: The sum of the voltage drops
equal the sum of the voltage rises. To be
certain you have the idea, consider the
example shown in Figure HE2.21. Here, three
batteries are connected series aiding across a
single lamp. The sum of the voltage rises is
equal to 12V. Hence the lamp must drop 12
volts. A final example is shown in Figure
HE2.21B. Here two 4.5v batteries are
connected in series with three identical lamps.
The total voltage rise in the circuit is 9 volts.
Since the lamps are identical each drops one
third of the applied voltage or 3v. NOTICE:
that once again, the sum of the voltage rises
equals the sum of the voltage drops. That was
simple enough I trust Flowerbower?
Searl hopes that the circuit drawings are clear enough Flowerbower?
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Figure EH1.2: Element Hydrogen H.1.
Figure W1.1: Molecule of water.
Searl accepts that these two components are the basic of all our scientific education.
Water, we should be able to identify it that exists in one of three possible states. Searl like
to point out that there was a time when a ray of light set off from a distant star. It travelled
through space for a million years at a speed which could encompass the Earth seven whole
times in one second and it eventually arrive on Earth so that the star could be seen. A FACT,
not a fairy story but needing much belief and imagination, for how can we talk of ancient
times, a mere two thousand years ago, ever appreciates a million years, five hundred times
as long. Herein lies our first lesson in the fascinating study of electronics, that just as
universe times and distances are as great as to be beyond the comprehension of ordinary
man, so equally bewildering is the habitat of the electron which, in contrast is so utterly
small and never seen. Yet Searl shall find that the universe and electrons have something in
common.
Programmed Review:
48
In any circuit in which current is flowing, there are two types of emf. One is called a
voltage rise. The other is called a voltage ________
49

The voltage rise is provided by a voltage source such as a battery, a generator, a
S.E.G. a solar cell, or a thermocouple. In fact any device which produces emf is a
voltage source and can provide voltage _________

50

The voltage rise is present across a voltage source whether or not the source is
connected to a circuit. For example, a 12v battery or S.E.G. has a voltage rise of 12v
whether or not current is flowing through it. As with all forms of emf the voltage rise
is measured in __________

51

The other form of emf is the voltage drop. Unlike the voltage rise, a voltage drop is
present across a load when _________ is flowing through the load.

Searl promise more questions coming soon.
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Table AR10.1: Preferred Values for Resistors and Capacitors: Searl says that requirement is
to reduce the enormous number of values within the practical range to one which is
manageable and for this purpose the preferred value system, which Searl has set up for the
Searl Global Technologies various units can employ in their construction units, has evolved.
With due regards: to tolerances and overlap.
52

Since current flow is caused by a voltage rise, a voltage drop cannot exist unless there
is an accompanying voltage ________

53

In a circuit in which current is flowing, the sum of the voltage drops equals the sum
of the voltage rises. If the voltage rise in a circuit is 10V, then the voltage drop will
also be ________ volts.

54

If the load connected across a 10V battery or S.E.G. its two lamps, each lamp will
have a voltage drop. However, the sum of the two voltage drops must equal _______
Volts.

55

If the two lamps are identical then each will drop __________ of the applied voltage.

Searl will leave you to answer those few questions which are simple to do.
1927: Fact: Quantum mechanics has made possible the theoretical development of
quantum computers. Was Albert Einstein 1915 general theory of relativity
responsible for Quantum Mechanics?
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Figure A1.3: Balance of charges in copper Cu 29 atom.

CONCEPT OF GROUND:
Searl states that the one of the most important points in the study of electricity and
electronics is the concept of ground. Originally ground was just what the name implies, as
in my days, the Earth. In FACT, in some countries the name earth is used instead of ground.
Earth is considered to have zero potential. Thus, ground or earth is the reference point to
which voltages are most often compared. Many electrical appliances in your home are
grounded. This is especially true of air conditioning units, electric clothes dryers, and
washing machines. Often this is done by connecting a heavy wire directly to a cold water
pipe which is buried deep in the earth (ground). In other cases, a third prong on the power
plug connects the metal frame to ground. Searl states that the purpose of this is to protect
the user in case of a short circuit develops in the appliance. It also places the metal parts of
different appliances of the same potential so that you are not shocked by a difference in
potential between two appliances. This type of ground is sometimes called earth ground.
Searl states however, there is a slightly different type of ground used in electronics. For
example, a certain point in a small transistor radio is called ground, although the radio does
not connect to earth in any way. This is the concept of ground with which Searl will be
primarily concerned within an electrical circuit. In most larger pieces of electronic
equipment the zero point or ground point is the metal frame or chassis on which the
various circuits are constructed. All voltages are measured with respect to this chassis.
1972: Hybrid Vehicle was the first to be developed by Victor Wouk and not Toyota Prius.
1973: Fact: One elementary particle predicted by the standard model as yet to be observed:
the Higgs boson – standard model of particle physics. Man is slowly the facts of the
universe out – but it will still take a long time before all facts are known.
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Another visitor a few days ago arrived and witnesses the power of the Searl Effect and will
be supporting us in any way he can, which he is doing, My sincere thanks to him for his
offer and help. We are winning that is certain.
Searl points out that in your automobile, the chassis or metal body of the automobile is
considered ground. If you look closely at the straps leaving the battery you will see that one
wire connects directly to the metal frame of the car. This point is considered to be ground
as is every other point on the metal frame.
Searl say that in electronics, ground is important because it allows us to have both negative
and positive voltages. Up to now: Searl have been concerned only with relative voltages
between two points. For example, a 6V battery has an emf between its two terminals of 6
Volts. Searl do not think of this as + 6 volts or – 6 volts but rather simply 6 volts.
However, the concept of ground allows us to express negative and positive voltages.
Remember ground is merely a reference point which is considered zero or neutral. If Searl
assume that the positive terminal of a 6 volt battery is ground, then the negative terminal
is 6 volts negative. Thus, the voltage at this terminal with respect to ground is –6 volts.
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Back in the 60s I had a team in Japan, headed by Shinichi Seike. Yes we have met at my
lecture in Hamburg, Germany, and at odd lectures in the U.S.A. He tried hard to create
interest in this technology in Japan, which brought many Scientists from Japan to the UK,
results they wrote books upon the subject.
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This is the second page of his article upon the Levity Disc as it was then termed.
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Page 3 of Shinichi Seike book The Principles of Ultra Relativity,
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Page 4: of Shinichi Seike report, head of my Japanese unit.
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Page 5: of Shinichi Seike book the principles of ultra-relativity.
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Page 6: of Shinichi Seike book: The principles of ultra-relativity.
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Page 7: of Shinichi Seike book: The principles of ultra-relativity.
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Page 8: of Shinichi Seike book: The principles of ultra-relativity.
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Page 9: of Shinichi Seike book: The principles of ultra-relativity.
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That is me,
watching you.

2014: FAR AIM Federal Aviation Regulations: Aeronautical Information Manual.
This is just the beginning of what I need to know. But it does not just know, it understands
what you know that is the hardest part of the work. But we shall win regardless. The future
looks bright, so turn on the lights and be seen. I have my eyes on a twin jet.
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World distance tables: which; will become useful later in our R&D.
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Distance table which I shall need for our operations in the very near future.
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Do you recall this journal the manual of free energy devices and systems Vol. II. D.A. Kelly.
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Table on flying hours – good knowledge to know, but this is some years ago now.
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Here I was in Thailand with my Doctor Lipman and My head of the Thailand team Freddie.
Searl states: that water in most awesome form thunders
over a section of the mile long Victoria Falls in Africa. Searl
says that some years ago, he epitomized the water
problem in the following terms “Of all the substance that
are necessary to life as we know it on Earth water is by far
the most important, the most familiar, and the most
wonderful; yet most people know very little about it.
Searl see how we are destroying all the water on this planet
and the food we have to eat from these waters are poison
by our insanity actions of disrespect for water. Many sea
sides water is unfit to swim in. Searl feels that we will not
learn until we are taught by pain; men/women really
know not what good water’s worth. Ignorance shows
everywhere, lack of education is to blame, or is it greed?
What is urgent now are giant S.E.Gs that can pump millions of gallons of sea water into
large containers on purifying such water content for human and animal consumption.
In so doing surplus water can be return to rivers etc. to help to save the fish life for us.
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Time wait for
no one not
even for me or
you!

Time wait for no man/women, and we are running out of time, unless we act fast NOW!
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In my days in the UK, this was a common device to clock in
and out of personal, making announcements to the work
force, or play music to them. In other words: a monitoring
device. This photo covers the US Naval Observatory,
Washington DC.

2014: SMI HQ, San Diego, California, U.S.A. as yet we have not installed such a clock, but
who knows what the future will bring?

Programmed Review:
57

Voltages are normally measured with respect to one common point. This common
point acts as a zero reference and is called __________

58

Heavy electrical machines are often grounded by connecting them to a rod which is
driven deep into the earth. Electric clothes dryers are often grounded by connecting
them with a heavy wire to a cold water pipe. This type of ground is sometimes called
earth ________

59

Most small electric devices are not connected to earth ground. Nevertheless, these
devices have a common point that serves as the reference against which all voltages
are measured. This reference point is also called ________

60

This point may not be at the same potential as earth ground. Generally, this point
simply “floats” and is not connected to earth ground in any way. Thus, this type of
ground is simply a common point which serves as a zero ________

61

The concept of ground is very important to the concept and negative and positive
voltages. For example, a 12v battery becomes a + 12v source when the ________
terminal is connected to ground.
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The basic limitations on Flying Duty Periods for scehuling purposes are:
SEARL AEROSPACE CORPORTION Cosmonauts must rest after each six hours of
operational duty cycle.
SEARL AEROSPACE CORPORTION Astronauts will operate their rest periods according
to above suggestions.
SEARL AEROSPACE CORPORTION pilots earth bound flights will follow above working
procedures in reference to rest time.
NOTE: A Flying Duty Period includes flying time and any associated pre-flight time. It is
unlikely that a Flying Duty Period of 12 hours duration would include more than 11 hours
flying time.
There are such a lot of legal requirements Searl has to meet to operate across the total
domain of his interest of operations. That old saying: that you cannot please all people at
the same time. To that Searl has years of experience, therefore he will only accept those
with the right criteria for crew training. He diffident does not require these experts of great
education standards; who try to educate me that there is no such thing as TIME. That is just
an example of the class of nut cases I have to deal with. This education factor is getting
worst not better. I feel certain many doctors will now agree to that statement.
1970: Gaia Hypothesis: FACT: In Greek mythology Gaia is the goddess of Earth. She gave
birth to the sea and the sky. She needed to wee badly, that must had been a great relief.
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Monday 10th November 2014: at SMI HQ, San Diego, California, USA arrives another new
bit of equipment, this time a new lathe which replaces the old one at the HQ complex to
the hanger complex; to undertake workloads that need to be done there. On the work side:
the company is now set up well to produce every part of both the magnetiser and the
S.E.G. But Swallow Command has yet to unpack the equipment from the UK of Searl and
re-assemble it again to get back into full action.
62

On the other hand, the same battery becomes a –12V source when the _________
terminal is connected to ground.

63

In a circuit which contains ground, Searl take it for granted that the voltages are
measured with respect to ground. Thus, when Searl say that the voltage at point A is
+12V of emf exists between point A and ________.

Figure CE2.22: The polarity of the voltage depends upon the connection to ground. Searl
understand that this must be double Dutch to some of you, but for this undertaking it’s
English, that means precise.
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Figure EE1.4: Atoms and mobile electrons in a copper CU. 29 wire. Sorry that I cannot
colour as I did in my early books back in the 60s. Photo shop will not allow me to.
Let me tell what I think about Figure EE1.4 illustrates how an electrons flows in a conductor
and to be to add some numbers, let Searl assume that the conductor is an ordinary piece of
copper Cu. 29 wire about 2mm (A6) in diameter and some 30 cm (the length of a desk ruler)
long. Searl thinks that within this small piece of wire there could be as many as one
hundred thousand million, million, million, free electrons moving at random between the
atoms, which equals = 100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 free electrons. A number of this
magnitude which in mathematical shorthand (A2) is written as 1023 is beyond
comprehension, this particular number need not to be remembered, it merely serves to
remind us how diagrammatic Figure EE1.4 is in being able to show only a few atoms when
in FACT a truly enormous number is involved.
The S.E.G roller sets each have ten times more free electrons than that small piece of wire,
and plate one even ten times more free electrons then a roller has. Clearly, plate 2 has
even more free electrons than plate one has. And plate 3 has many more times that of
plate one.
On the other hand, if Searl assume that the negative terminal of the battery is ground,
then the positive terminal with respect to ground is +6V. NOTICE: that the battery can
produce –6V or +6V depending on which terminal Searl assign to ground. Searl is aware
that many small electronic devices such as calculators, transistor radios, etc. do not have
metal frames. Instead, all components are mounted on a printed circuit board. Here ground
is nothing more than an area of copper Cu. 29 on the board. However, as before, all
voltages are measured with respect to this point. In this case, ground is simply a common
reference which is a handy starting point for measuring voltages.
1888: Fact: Radio Waves have helped develop such wireless devices as telephones, and
computer keyboards. James Clerk Maxwell – Heinrich Hertz – 1933 official terms.
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Figure IF6.2: The percentages of individuals protected against infection or illness,
pneumonia, hospitalization or death following immunization with conventional inactivated
influenza vaccines. This is only one part of Searl early years, today that training will become
urgent if SEARL AEROSPACE CORPORATION goes ahead with renew R&D on the I.G.V. once
termed the Levity Disc.
The schematic symbol for ground is shown in Figure CE2.22A: Figure CE2.22B: shows how it
is used in the circuit. Point A is at ground or zero potential. Now, since this is a 10V battery,
point B is at a plus 10V potential with respect to ground. Searl say that point B is ten volts
above ground or that the voltage at this point with respect to ground is +10V.
Figure CE2.22C shows why ground is so important. Here the same battery is shown but with
the positive terminal connected to ground. That is, the positive terminal is the zero volt
point in the circuit. Because the negative terminal is ten more volts, the voltage at point A
with respect to ground is –10V. Thus, Searl can use the battery as a +10V source or as a –
10V source depending on where Searl connect ground.
Another example is shown in Figure CE2.22D. Here two batteries are connected in series,
with the ground connection between them. Thus, the zero reference point is at B. Since the
top battery has an emf of 10V, the voltage at point C with respect to ground is + 10V. The
lower battery has an emf of 6V. Because the positive terminal is connected to ground, the
emf at point A with respect to ground is –6V.
Searl sometimes loosely speak of the voltage at a particular point. Actually, voltage is
always the measure of the potential difference between two points. Thus, in Figure
CE2.22D, when Searl speak of the voltage at point A, what Searl really mean is the voltage
between point A and ground. Searl trust that you can understand him so far.
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Table EMT1: ELECTOMAGNETIC THEORY. This was termed: BASIC EQUATIONS of
ENGINEERING SCIENCE: This was a part of Searl higher education training in 1968 at
Mortimer, Berkshire, UK. It refers to my early training; we have improved upon our
knowledge base, regarding electromagnetic systems.
In fact, 2014 has shown me how our knowledge based has advanced during these years
which I have been out of action. Now at last I have the freedom to catch up with that reality
of man’s progress in science. I wonder now, if you have already forgotten that it was a
simple game called HOPSCOTCH of 8 squares which has created this entire problem that
the S.E.G. cannot work or the I.G.V. would not fly let alone support itself structural wise,
funny it proved them wrong in both claims. Searl says how odd that a dream can change
your thinking, in my time, I was deaf, which turn out to be blessing in one way and a
problem in another way. Sorry that this document is not intended to be a book as such, but
a record of facts taken from my life and work. Thereby it is hope that the CRAP on the
internet will die, so the real stuff can progress, without any more problems of insanity. This
is my world which I hope will create a better world for planet Earth, thus, all creatures can
have a better life. Except: for bad bacteria.
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Equilibrium diagram Ne – Sn: Ne = Neon 10 and Sn = Tin 50. There is a logic reason why I
have presented such diagram here. The answer is simple the S.E.G. materials require a
controller, and this is its signal information from which I can derive a correct solution.
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Equilibrium diagram Nd. – Pr.: Nd = Neodymium 60 and Pr = Praseodymium 59.
1968: Having informed the media at one of my 10 hour lecture; at St. John’s Hall, at
Mortimer that I had made up my mind to investigate ways to create a manned Disc that
could fly all weather conditions. This meant that I had to solve the problem of the Nd 60
material. Lucky for me, my dream one solved it, but that is classifying information, how it is
done. We can now do the mixture ourselves here in the U.S.A. Thanks to Morris
determination to be able to produce an S.E.G. completely in house.
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Figure E2.3: Problems with electrolytic
capacitors. There are no limits of Ct apart
from cost. NOTE that large value
electrolytic capacitors have high leakage
currents which can cause large variations
away from the calculated time periods. If
very large values are used, the discharge
transistor may take an appreciable time to
discharge Ct. If electrolytic capacitors are
used, the voltage rating should be about
the same as the supply Vcc. An electrolytic
capacitor does not become a capacitor until
about 0.1 of its voltage rating. If say, 100v
rating capacitor was used on a 15V supply
with a 555 Searl saw were waveforms
similar to Figure E2.3. Which means that
not always things go as planned.
Remember I am talking about the 60s, not had time to check the Electrolytic of today
requirements.
1968: My start to
create a large
railway display for
my lecture on
S.E.G. power
system, which
ended up 100
different types of
trains. Thus the
public could see
how different
countries created
different
constructions to
solve their
operation
requirements. Rail
system has
changed and will
continue to do so,
as cost is a problem
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Wednesday 10th November 2014 at 2100 hours, this photo arrived upon my desk: Do you
know what this means? It means that this person is the very first person outside of Searl to
make at this stage 2 ring S.E.G. he had a few things he had wrong to correct, and now it is
running. He just has to complete the full set of rollers then he will see the real effects of the
S.E.G. It has taken over 2 years to reach this stage. One more plate to make then he got it.
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I thank the lady who on Wednesday 19th November 2014 at 1605; supplied me the 2 top
images and the two top clips on this page as she knows the R&D in which I am involved
might interest me. I am showing them here because it is R&D which is taking place in our
time. It is very important issue that we must confirm what is real. If this is faked, we at
S.M.I. will in the end prove it. There is far too much crap on the internet. My sincere
thanks: that actually made this information public. By the way that photo beneath is a
project for SMI, to take the load of Morris to work on the new type of magnetiser.

Figure CE2.23: Two types of voltmeters,
which I had, I know Peter King stole the
B one, but not yet certain if the A one
was also stolen by him, we shall know
once all the grates have been unload to
see what is missing from that large
robbery they did on Monday August
25th 2003.
Not only did I brought these but also 3 Avos; so each worker had one for the project which
we were working on. One of which was NATO unit. Until we have completely unloaded all
grates and sort out the equipment can we be certain if any of them; was also stolen by
Peter King.
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Searl will eventually discuss these in another book, as he is busy teaching those of you who
request help to understand the S.E.G. and the I.G.V. My thanks to the lady who brought
these images to me knowing about the R&D we are undertaking, if it helps me in any way.
The work my companies are doing; is based upon a new window in science. We are
teaching you upon that subject.

MEASURING VOLTAGE:
The device used for measuring voltage is called the voltmeter. There are many different
types of voltages in used today, we have already some of them here, and I too have
brought them being smaller to carry around instead of the heavy Avos. Searl says that most
of them use a mechanical meter movement like the one shown in Figure CE2.23A. Here the
voltage is read on a scale behind the moving pointer. Another type, called the digital
voltmeter, is becoming increasingly popular. It is shown in Figure CE2.23B. Here the voltage
is displayed as numerals. This type of meter is more accurate and is easier to read.
Generally it is also more expensive. Remember that I am talking about my time, not your
time. I guess price changes have taken place over the years which I have been out of
action. Below is Figure CE2.24: Connecting the voltmeter:

Figure CE2.24A:

Figure CE2.24B:

Searl will continue on next page to avoid breaking up a block.
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NOTICE: for all you who believed in FB/Flowerbower crap on YouTube, take note that I still
have a copy of these documents left over from my courses which I took with the Open
University.
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Tuesday 11th November 2014. Searl: at SMI lab in San Diego, California, U.S.A. to check
progress on the new magnetiser under construction for printing the wave on the plates.
Morris is showing me that this plate size fits OK. Mike is watching if I will agree so far so
good. That is the second plate to be magnetised. My life is complex due to the nature of the
subject under development. To add to it, my team make certain that I am kept up to date
what the local press is saying. Well Sunday November 16th 2014 U-T San Diego, give NASA
new spacecraft on mission to nowhere. Their; plan system to send man to Mars. I agree
that it is Interesting news to me. The other great news is the area plans to process urine to
drinking water. For this area cost $3.5 billion would generate 83 million gallons water per
day by 2035. Well I guess it will take us all that time to wee that amount for them to use.
That is about all the good news I have heard except being reminded that J. F. Kenny death
was 6 years ago. Knowing; that I was in communication when he was president, who
wanted Edward Air FORCE BASE to back the I.G.V. project. Sadly he was killed, thus my
communication came to an end sooner than later.
Inventors have to be prepared for disappointments. Which; I am well experienced in those quarters.
Flowerbower could well be one of the 5 robbers who stole £380,000.00 from me.

As you should know; that Searl is only interested in FACTS. Thus, so he was excited to learn
that when Columbus discovered the New World he thought he had reached the Indies, so
he called the native people Indians. When his mistake was realized, the place became
known as the West Indies. Well that makes sense. Searl understand that this event was well
documented and Searl feels certain a movie has been made upon this event. Well
Flowerbower, you sure have been documenting my case to prove that you are insane
Amen!
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Well Fowerbower, you claim to be an expert – well from this document shows that is not
the case. You may think that you are an expert, but the world is changing that accepted
view. This notice applied to the courses which I was undertaking for the benefits of the
Searl Technology. It was indeed a wonderful course, and if still on offer, I suggest you
should try it. Therefore, in reality the Open University, without knowing became involved in
the results of the S.E.G. and I.G.V. As I never explained: why I needed to understand robots.
On the other hand, my flying training I did explain why I needed a pilot’s license, and upon
that they agree to help me. The results became interesting to my instructors. So FB, before
you slander people you better find the facts first. Yes, I admit that I sure will enjoy giving
you a damn good spanking, in memory of your foolish wit.
There is more to come, so keep reading, and then you will understand my world.
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This is a photo of my first lecture in Switzerland. Those present in this photo were the main
support team. The 4 men are from my German team of those days.
Sorry to say that page 410 fail to carry the continue data, due to some information which
arrived upon the S.E.G. than got carried away about my OU courses. But I shall attempt to
present that data here, unfortunate I may have to go on air to discuss my work to the
listeners.
Searl states: regardless of the type of voltmeter, certain precautions must be taken to
ensure accurate readings. To begin with, voltage is always measured between two points.
The schematic symbol for the voltmeter is shown in Figure CE2.24A. Notice: that one of
the leads is marked negative while the other is marked positive. As with the ammeter
discussed earlier, polity must be observed when using the voltmeter. This means that the
negative lead must go to the more negative of the two points across which the voltage is to
be measured.
Human endeavour: Morden Europeans discovered America by accident and named it
serendipitously after a merchant-traveller, but Australia, named before it was found, was
discovered only after a long search for Terra Australis Incognita, the unknown Southern
Land. Searl states; Most things we accept today were found by accident, not by planning it.
Like the S.E.G. and the I.G.V.
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Germany calling: This first unit was constructed by a young man who visited me as a boy to
learn what I was doing, then went back and designed and constructed this press for
powders to make the segments for the S.E.G. Not only had that, he made the argon Ar 18
oven to handle the powders by which to create the segments. Also in the second photo the
melting pot for melting lumps of metals to pour into moulds to create the course shapes of
the segments. His mother could not understand why I took him in being a German, bed him
and feed him. I reply that he had nothing to do with the war. In return they invited Susan
and me to stay at their home for 2 weeks for a break; which we accepted and eventually we
arrived in the LÜNEN area of Germany. Where; Geron was waiting at the airport to collect
us. There, he showed us all the different magnets which he had made, plus some of mine,
which unfortunate was done wrong. I explain the problem with them, and he recalculated
them, and through the next 24 hours created a full segment, that appears to be perfect.
Geron was indeed a very special person, but when Martin and Ken went there for Geron to
magnetise their plate one, Geron and his family took a dislike to them, because Ken was
boss of a nasty religious group. Secondly he did not like them trying to force him to
magnetise their plate; which was not correctly made. Geron phoned me about it, I asked
him to get the level of the square they had constructed it from, which he obtained from
Martin, on recalculated the value, I found that it was impossible to carry the required wave,
as it sat in the middle of two options, which I informed them. In response Martin stated
that all he had to do was to grind it to size. This is not possible after magnetisation.
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This card illustrates the area in which Geron and his family lived and their manufacturing
factory exists. The family are a wonderful people, being German mean nothing to me, but
that you are a human being is more, the issue to me. They have a factory in India which I
understood they visit every six months.
Searl states that fortunately, the voltmeter is much easier to use than the ammeter, with
the voltmeter, the circuit under test need not be broken or disturbed in any way. To
measure the voltage between two points Searl merely touch the two leads of the voltmeter
to the two points. However, Searl have to observe polarity. Figure CE2.24B shows how the
voltmeter is connected to measure the voltage drop across the lower lamp. NOTICE: that
the negative lead is connected to the more negative point. Notice: also that the meter is
connected directly across the lower bulb.
In this case, the meter is measuring a voltage drop. If the switch is opened so the current
flows stops, the voltage drop disappears and the meter reading falls to zero.
Searl says that tradition has it that the Americas are named after Amerigo Vespucci, an
Italian born naturalized Spaniard said to have coined the phrase ‘New World’. In 1507,
having read a distorted account of Vespucci’s travels, German cartographer Martin
WaldseemÜller used the Latinised version of Vespucci’s first name on a map.
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Searl: with Twins of the 10 children; who he cared for, plus 4 older children. One: of 6 years
and another of 16 years. The six year old was black and gave the appearance she could not
talk, because she was afraid to, and she never knew what toilet paper was for. She loved
me because I treated her as a human being, and not as muck as her parents were doing. I
have seen others who are treated the same where the rest of the family or boys.
Figure CE2.24C: shows a different circuit with the meter connected to measure the voltage
rise in the lower battery. Once again polarity is observed and the meter is connected
directly across the component. Here the meter is measuring a voltage rise, rather than a
voltage drop. Therefore, the voltage remains constant when the switch is opened. NOTICE:
that the voltage rise does not depend on current flow.
Continue from bottom page of 611:
Martin WaldseemÜller used the Latinized version of Vespucci’s first name on a map of the
discovered continent and the name stuck. However, a new theory claims the continent is
named after Welshman Richard Amerike, who liaised between John Cabot and King Henry
VII.
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Here again is Searl acting as Mum and dad to a 7th baby, so its mum could go off day and
night to enjoy herself. Sad, but all these babies loved me until they were out of the nappy
stage, then the mothers want them back. This child father was imprisoning for arm robbery
I understood. A sad world indeed, for these babies who grow up loving what they think is
their father, only to find out that he has vanished from their lives. And another father
appears maybe.
Searl warns that a couple of precautions should be taken when using a voltmeter. First, we
should always make certain that the voltage we are going to measure is not higher than the
meter can measure. Searl warns that if it is, the high voltage may damage the meter. Searl
again warns you also, we should be certain the meter is on the proper Range. For example,
we should not attempt to measure 100v with the meter set to the 1v range. Searl warns
that this too, may damage the meter. When we are unsure of the value of voltage being
measured, we should make our first measurement with the meter on a high range. This will
prevent the unknown voltage from pegging the meter.
What Searl understands, that during the period c.40,000 – 50,000BC: Aboriginal
immigration to Australia, Sri Lanka and S.E. Asia. C. 15,000 BC: First evidence of human
beings in North America. C. 1,000 AD: Vikings believed to have explored the East coast of
North America. 1492 & 1493: Explorer Christopher Columbus (Italy) becomes the first
European to discover the New World – Bahamas, Cuba, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and Hispaniola.
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Proof: that Searl Magnetics, Inc. is legally in good standing.
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Proof: This is Paul’s home where I stayed in Reading, North California, U.S.A. Following a TV
program in which his mate joins my TV interview In the Midlands UK. In which they promise
to draw up a business contract to mass produce the S.E.G. Paul paid my flight to LA. On the
third day De von Tassen sacked Paul and told me that will be more profit for us. Paul
showed me that night the publicity leaflets they were circulating which were calling the
S.E.G. an electron motor. Well I refused to sign that contact. Paul was also a pilot. He had
massive mainframe computers.
Searl gives another warning: For our own safety there are some other precautions which
we should observe. For example, we may receive an electric shock. As we have seen, in
most electronic devices, voltages are measured with respect to ground. Therefore, when
working on electronic equipment, it is a good idea to connect one lead to ground and leave
it there.
1497: Navigator John Cabot (Giovanni Caboto, Italy) becomes the first modern European to
discover the North America mainland.
1498: Christopher Columbus becomes the first European to discover the South American
mainland.
1512 – 1513: Juan Ponce de Léon (Spain) becomes the first European to discover Florida.
1565: The Spanish settlement of St. Augustine (Florida) becomes the first permanent
European settlement in North America.
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Metric- imperial conversion table: –Millimetres to Inches. Searl knowledge: 1946-1968: Legal:
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Metric – Imperial Conversion: – Millimetres to Inches.
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When I am lecturing in any area, I like to arrive early, more so if there is a castle one can
visit. Here I have arrived early to give a lecture in Scarborough and behold they have a
Castle, and here I am to take a look inside.
Searl says that only one hand is required to make voltage measurements. The other hand
can be away from the equipment. This greatly reduces our chances of receiving an
electrical shock since there is no complete path for current flow through our body.
Searl says that it’s time for another Programmed Review:
65

Voltage is measured between two points that have a difference of potential. The
device used for measuring voltage is the __________

66

Whereas, the ammeter was connected in series with the circuit, the voltmeter is
connected across a part of a circuit. If the voltmeter is connected across a voltage
source then the emf measured represents a voltage ________

67

However, when the meter is connected across a load which consumes energy, the
emf measured represents a voltage ________

The next question requires much more room then is available here for it.
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This is just more that Searl needed to understand for his employment.
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Here is one of my early Germany team, he got Space and Time interested in my work.
Unfortunate another member wanted to be the boss, a normal problem with Human
Beings. So after a nasty encounter with the other person he gave up and left for Sweden to
live.
68

The voltmeter cannot tell the difference between a voltage drop and a voltage rise. It
simply measures the potential difference without regard to the nature of the emf.
When the voltmeter is used, the negative lead should connect to the more negative
point while the positive lead goes to the more positive point. This is called observing
_________

69

Certain precautions should be taken when using the voltmeter. Four examples are:
1.
Use only one hand whenever possible.
2.
Touch only the insulated portions of the leads.
3.
Observe polarity.
4.
Be certain that the voltage does not exceed the capabilities of the meter.
The first two precautions are designed to protect the user. The next two are designed
primarily to prevent damage to the _________
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Searl: shaking hands with his top early German team member, after a week of discussions,
is returning back to Germany. Unfortunate this would be the last time he will be returning
to the UK to talk business with me, due to the other member demanding to be boss.
70

Page 619 is a list of radio tubes available to me. I selected an EF50 bottle. Can you
find it listed there? If so tell me what its heater voltage is ______?
Top picture: Sequential start unit, with 1 second delay
19” panel “1U” rack-mount system. With 10 individual
fused sockets at the back with rear cable management.
There should be one of in my container equipment
from the UK.
Cost was £237.75 + 17.5 VAT.
Delivery cost £5.00 + 17.5 VAT.
All these prices are UK living.
Bottom picture: Brought 5 of at £241.75 + Vat 17.5. =
£1,208.75 + 17.5 VAT.

All I can do now is waiting for the racks to
be assembled so I can get wired up for the
task I need to do.
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I had to study pneumatic motors in theory and practice, you can rest assure the day will
come within the SEARL GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES will have to use such base knowledge
Flowerbower.
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Within the UK, accidents in the workplace were on the increase thus, this kind of
information was issued to members of the workforce. At GKN near on every night someone
had to be rush to hospital for medical assistance due to an accident. It only takes a part of a
second for an accident to happen. That moment when your brain goes on strike; my advice
doesn’t let it go on strike.
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Searl says that where he works on nights, there were always accidents due to failure of the
machine setter not taking absolute care for his health. When one get a deep cut or dirty
bits of metal in their skin, in the UK, hospital staff give you an injection for tetanus to
prevent lockjaw condition occurring. First a small test is done to check if you have no
reaction to the substance they wish to inject into your body. If no reaction then a full dose
is either injected in your arm or buttocks.. These injections should give you protection for
12 months.
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Searl feels that it is a shame that a company has to issue such information which should be
common sense in the first place. In the UK it is the government orders to display all possible
problems, but accidents still happen, some of which Searl agree happens by misfortune;
others by the nature of the work – it is there where Searl would employ robots instead of
humans.
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Searl has through many books made clear the problems he has face on the shop floor with
the workforce. And he is well familiar with the greed and ignorance amongst team
members, agree you have some real people, like we have now, over the years the same
problem which has caused me to fly urgently to stop the takeover by what was supposed to
be team mates, instead they became greed mates. They are still presenting themselves as
owner of the technology. We are/have been preparing to take them to court to stop this
insane behaviour and to get compensation from them for using my name and copy rights.
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More facts, yet from the number of accidents in the workplace, there appear no other
solution, to prevent accidents, except in the case of error by the operator, should not get
compensation, which may make the workforce more careful about what they doing, is
performing as instructed. Quite a number of people have caused companies to shut down
because of their failure to operate equipment as instructed. This is unfair to all the other
members of the workforce to be out of work for that one idiot.
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I am afraid that there are more issues before I give you same question to answer.
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I am glad to say that I am near the end of require rules of the UK. But understand that from
my experiences they are needed to protect the company from harm by the workforce. In
life there are always risks. We are all living on a violent planet, and there are no real safe
places upon this planet. But we can try to make it safer for all creatures. But we cannot take
it for granted that nothing will happen to us; we can only hope for the best, and be ready to
those who are trying to make life better for all.
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That is the end of those requirements dear Flowerbower.
1606: Explorer Willem Jansz (Holland) becomes the first European known to have set foot in
Australia.
1642: Explorer Abel Janszoon Tasman (Holland) becomes the first European to discover Van
Dieman’s Land, renamed Tasmania in1855, and New Zealand.
1770: Captain James Cook (England) becomes the first European to explore Australia’s East
coast, and claims New South Wales for Britain.
1788: Sydney is founded as a British penal colony.
Australia is the only country that is also a continent. In terms of area it is the sixth largest
country in the world but the smallest continent.
This is what was called a cigarettes card
commemorating John Cabot’s 1497 voyage
to Newfoundland. Today, they cannot
afford to add cards in packs of cigarettes.
As a young man I collected many on flight,
but not this one. Never realise how much
they are worth today if you got a full set.
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This is my world, the world of John Searl, Racks, Buss Bars, DIN rail, Connectors, Relays,
Timers, valves, Condensers, resistors, plus many more products that makes the S.E.G. and
I.G.V. a reality.
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Top left: my small 230v AC replays = 100 of, should
now be here from the UK.
Top Right: my large power distributors. There are
available in different colours = 1000 of, should be here
from the UK.
Bottom Left: small connector, all these products are
for 19” rack mounting Flowerbower and when you
crap on YouTube make certain that it does not skink as
to what you have been doing on the net so far. If: that
is possible, as you appear to lack intelligence.

This is my world and has been since 1963. Flowerbower get your FACTS right, before you
crap. There are lots more to know about John Searl. One thing for certain he is a REAL
HUMAN BEING, which you Flowerbower don’t appear to be. In Fact a film of Charlie
Chapman at the end says precisely everything which I have stated in my books, absolutely
perfect, that is me talking. Unfortunate it is not Charlie himself but substitute for him.
FACT: over the years since 1963 many people have spent millions trying to copy me
thinking that they are clever than me. Until they waste over $1 million do they realise that
they cannot do it. Today, there are at least 20 such fools, who really believe that they can
do it, in fact boost that they can. Their problem is, when we hit the marketplace there are
in big trouble. Of cause they will do all that they can to stop us, but that is now hopeless,
we are getting some big guns behind us to deal with them.
Searl agrees it is a free world until they prove that they can make them and selling them,
that is where there sure will spend time in prison. There is an old saying that fools and
money are soon parted. Another is, sow your seed upon good ground, than you will be
rewarded many times over – how true. The S.E.G. is good seed in the proper hands.
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When I lecture at big places in the UK, I hire equipment
for that day, as the company deliver and set it up, and
then collect it next day. This equipment was obtained
for the day from Hamlet. This was a microscope 302
WVA portable composite measurement and
monitoring unit.
As: my equipment was far too large and heavy to take
anywhere either than St. John’s Hall in Mortimer. This
company deals only with Professional lab equipment, or
did then. Of cause it was very costly.
Today, here in the U.S.A. we cannot afford to hire costly equipment for lectures, so we shall
have to do with what we have, which is certainly not bad as it was brought from a shoe
string finance system.
Aluminium Al 13 Flake solves
thermal problems.
Figure MA2: Cross section of
electronics enclosure.
Searl understands from his 31 years of employment in manufacturing that in existing plastic
applications which have inadequate performance due to heat build-up, thermal distortion,
and heat degradation, an easily implemented solution will always be found Flowerbower,
and is now available – thermal conductive composites made by rapid solidified Aluminium
flake modifiers. NOTE: only flake-filled nylon 6/6 and machined aluminium performed as an
effective heat sink around the coils, allowing this printer head to operate at top speed.
Plastics filled with Copper Cu 29 or 85% phosphorous bronze failed to dissipate the heat.

Heat sink: with free convection.
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This was just one small bit of the robbery carried out by Peter King and his gang of merry
robbers on Monday August 25th 2003.
These were also a small part of
that £380,000.00 robber
mastered minded by Peter King.
Who believed he would get a big
house and the very top range of
test equipment if he stole the
technology for Martin & Ken.
Peter end up with nothing.

This is another item stolen on Monday August 25th 2003, by Peter King. This equipment was
obtained from my visit to the company stand which they had in invited me to attend free of
charge. I expect one other unit brought may still be here not yet unpacked. Because I had it
in Somerset: just before I departed for the U.S.A. therefore it should have been in the
container from the UK, at the hanger site.
So far you have only seen a small amount of goods which Peter King stole, with his merry
gang of robbers. Therefore, I can understand how Morris feel having his demo which he
lent free to China lecture that Bradley Lockerman returned it to STI without permission,
therefore that is theft when it should had been returned to SMI. STI demands the new blue
unit in exchange for it – that is greed of the highest level. Searl has notice that they are
showing his photos of his work as theirs which is a con – criminal behaviour, lies and deceit
to get funding for what they claim to be doing as theirs, where in reality it is not theirs.
It is time for the world to hear the truth for a change. There are far too many lies on the
internet about Searl, which they think makes them the owner of the technology, where in
fact is false.
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These two students at
Henley Grammar school
invited me to attend
there to give a lecture
upon my work with local
press cover. I took Susan
along with me to witness
what happen.
You see that plate a
spacer washer rotated
around it, which
surprised all included me
as well. I guess these
two young men have left
school now, may have
already married.
The girls were also
invited with my approval
from another school,
which show great
interest in the subject.
But after they leave
school they quickly
forget this technology,
like so many other
subjects are forgotten. I
am not lone.

EXPERIMENT 1 As I had to do.
MEASURING VOLTAGE:
OBJECTIVES:
To gain practice: measuring voltage.
To familiarize: you with the operation and capabilities of the Electronic Design
Experimenter and your meter. That experimenter: that was part of the robbery. If I can
find the circuit there might be a chance to reconstruct it.
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Hello Jim, long time no see; it was great to have met you at Stanley Hotel where you were
in a film with Joe Baker and Bradley K. Lockerman. Where: I was lecturing at the time. Who
know we might meet again, possible in Hollywood, sooner than later.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Searl says that to determine how the two power supplies on the Electronic Design
Experimenter are connector (I cannot take any photos to show here).

INTRODUCTION:
The voltages used to these experiments are provided by the two DC power supplies on the
ET-3100 Electronic Design Experimenter. Figure CE2.25: shows the front panel area
associated with these two power supplies. A variable positive voltage is provided between
the POS terminal and the GND terminal.
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Figure CE2.25: This section of the experimenter
provides voltages used in these experiments.
The value of voltage can be adjusted by the +
voltage control knob. A variable negative voltage
is provided between the NEG terminal and the
GND terminal. This voltage can be adjusted by the
– voltage control knob. NOTE that the GND
(ground) terminal is common to both supplies.
Generally, voltages will be measured with respect
to this point.
Searl says, before you begin this experiment, read over the instructions provided with your
meter. Searl points out those voltmeters vary greatly in their ranges, scales, and
capabilities. However, if you know how to use your meter, you will have no problem
completing the experiments in this document. Searl had to also review the operations
section of the ET-3100 manual.

MATERIAL REQUIRED:
1
2

ET 3100 Electronic Design Experimenter.
Voltmeter with test leads.

PROCEDURE:
1 Plug in the Experimenter and turn the ON-OFF to the ON position. Turn both
voltage control knobs fully counter clockwise.
2 Setup your voltmeter to measure DC voltages in the vicinity of 10 volts.
3 Attach the positive lead of your voltmeter to the POS terminal on the
Experimenter. Depending on the type of leads on your meter, it may be necessary
to insert a short hock-up wire into the POS terminal in order to make contact for
measuring voltage. In the same way, attach the negative lead of your voltmeter to
the GND terminal.
4 With the + voltage control knob fully counter clockwise, measure the voltage
output. Use the lowest DC voltage range that will allow you to measure the voltage
without driving your meter past full scale deflection.
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From left to right: Jason: John; Brad: Me: and Joe in the Rockies hotel known to me as the
Stanley Hotel, The meeting of these two film stars was by accident, as they were making a
movie and John and Jason Thomas plus myself was there to present the first of four
lectures that turned out to be.
The voltage is ________ volts.
5

Switch your meter to the proper range for measuring voltage in the vicinity of 5V. Set
the + voltage control to the 5 position. The measured voltage is ________ volts.

6

Switch your meter to the proper range for measuring voltages to the vicinity of 10V.
Set the + voltage control to the 10 position. The measured voltage is ________ volts.

7

Measure the voltage with the + knob set to the 15 position. The voltage is ________

Sorry that the next question will not fit in here.
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Tony and Brain from Glastonbury, Somerset arrives with the model they created from John
Thomas book. With members of my team then, this includes John Thomas from the USA. In
reference to skills they are only four of them. Today, I have skills far exceeding them
available to me, and we are now preparing the market target which Richard Huntley should
had done, but fail because greed and ignorance had stepped in and put paid to success
which has always been the case.
8

Measure the voltage with the + knob set fully clockwise. This is the maximum voltage
that this positive power supply can produce. The voltage is _______

9

Return the + knob on the experimenter to its counter clockwise position. Make sure
that the – knob is also in its counter clockwise position. Remove the positive probe of
the voltmeter from the POS terminal. Attach this probe to the NEG terminal on the
experimenter. The meter reads ________________
(forwards/backwards)

10

Remove the position of the two test leads. The meter reads ________________
(forwards/backwards)
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From left to right: – John Thomas – Prof. Searl – Jason Thomas, who I meet at John’s home
in Rochester, New York, USA. That was the days before John started to get things to go
wrong for me. Never mind, the damage has been done, I shall have to live it, and until the
day this book becomes available to the public at large.
11
Measure the voltage between the NEG and GND terminals with the voltage control
set to the following positions. Record the measured voltages in the spaces provided.

I am watching you to
check that you are not
cheating.
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Convention view: only the present is real.

Block universe: all times are equally real.

In my young days; time did not exists, as I was paid for what I had done not base on hours
worked. In fact, the wiring of the Victor Bomber MK II, was not paid by time, but by units
completed and tested. We call it piece work. Today, there are still jobs on offer that is not
governed by time, but by completing a project to the satisfaction of the person paying for
it. Thus, the longer it takes you to complete that task, the less you are getting for it. The
shorter the time: to complete the task the more you are getting for it. In reality you are
getting the same cash for either state, but its value relates to time it took you to complete
that task. It has taken centuries to arrive at a fair ruler that covers time/distance, which has
played a major role in our daily lives.
12

Set both voltage control knobs to minimum. Move the meter lead from the GND
terminal to the POS terminal. Set the meter so that it can read voltages in the vicinity
of 35V without exceeding full scale deflection.

13

Turn the – knob and the + knob to their maximum clockwise positions. The meter
reads ________ volts.

14

Compare this voltage with the maximum voltage produced by each supply in steps 8
to 11. From these voltage readings, what assumption can we make about how the
two supplies are connected? __________

Searl points out FACTS: Polar Exploration: The races to the North and South Pole were two
very different stories, one a heroic tale of bravery and self-sacrifice, the other catalogue of
dishonesty and racial bigotry. The quest to be first to the ends of the Earth exposed aspects
of human behaviour that were poles apart.
Searl states that is similar to his life with the S.E.G. everyone wants to be first to the
marketplace.
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I take a pot guess you have no idea what these are: do you? To you who are real experts
will know that they are Miniature Precision rolled standard Ball Screws, which no doubt
like me, you have used similar types. In my case they relate to the I.G.V. requirements.
Should it happen that the I.G.V. gets the go ahead here in San Diego then I guess they will
be used again. If so; you will bound to hear about it.

DISCUSSION:
Searl has been slandered on YouTube that he has no education, others say they own it. It
amazes me, as they have no knowledge of my education or where I have worked. I doubt
they have ever worked on any project as a team member of mine. Agree that my world is
different in respect of these idiots who make such claims. The latest is that I am senile,
really? That is why I am writing this largest book which I have ever released to date.
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Again for the benefits: of expert idiots. In my work these are common components. It is
information like this that allowed Searl to achieve his successes. Thus, such companies are
playing a part in the development of the S.E.G. or the I.G.V. Searl has since 1963 made it
clear that it is team work; he is the one who puts the information together for the team to
create, agree that he has been seen in films working on the construction of the I.G.V.
Which, he would do the same today if needed.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Searl says that in this experiment you gained some practice using the Experimenter and the
voltmeter. First you measured the voltages produced by the positive power supply. You saw
that this voltage can be adjusted by the + voltage control to any value in the + 1V to + 15V
range. You also saw that the maximum voltage provided by this supply is just over + 15
volts. Do you still think Searl in senile?
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These are Ensat
Mubux-M
Fasteners which I
used to model
I.G.Vs, back there
in the 60s. They
are used for
metals, plastics
and wood. And if I
remain in the USA
they will certainly
be used again in
the work being
planned at this
time.
In FACT today
there are many
new fasteners
systems available
which I can use,
Flowerbower
So Bradley K. Lockerman, I hear that you tell people that I am senile, so you and EX-STI
have taken over and you own it, never in your lifetime will you own it or STI. So you can
poke that up your backside and smoke it for that rich odour which you appear to be
throwing around.
Searl reminds you that next, you measured the voltage produced by the negative power
supply. This voltage can be set to any value from –1V to just over –15V. In the next step the
meter deflected backwards when you attempted to measure the voltage. The reason for
the backwards reading was that you were not observing polarity. As you saw, this problem
is easily corrected simply by reversing the meter leads. Searl points out that some meters
have a polarity reversing switch. This switch automatically reverses the leads at the meter
so that you do not have to reverse the leads at the experimenter.
Searl reminds you that in the next two steps, you saw that the two power supplies are
connected in a series aiding arrangement so that their voltages add. Because this is an
important point, let’s discuss it in more detail.
Is Searl senile? Or are those who making such claims are?
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Flowerbower, you need to understand all this and much more, I should know because that
was my world, so long ago, but signs now showing it will return to me; sooner than later.
This information is based upon that of 1987. By now Searl guess there is more types
available today, then there were in those days. Which is 27 years ago: as I was around 55
years old then. How time flies I am now 82 years, 6 months plus 6 days old, all that useful
time criminals have wasted my life time: This can no longer be recovered.
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This is evidence that shows how John A.
Thomas Jr, always address his mail to me.
I ask you who on earth need a friend like
him who sell you for peanuts to the
opposite number. EX-STI offers him
millions of absolute nothing, and he sucks
it up like a baby to its mother nipple.
Russell Anderson is just as insane. STI
offer him millions to give them all the
facts which he knows about the S.E.G. And
he did like a baby wants the lollypop that
is presented to it.

Here is the proof how John Thomas end his communications to me. These people really
think that I am going to kiss their arse when promises are broken to them by these idiots of
millions in 3 to 6 months’ time. John has a problem which he is not aware of that he thinks
he is the boss and in sole control and owner of the technology. Where in reality he
supposed to be proving the concept, yet he tells people he knows how to make the S.E.G.
So far to date I have seen no proof that he can make the S.E.G. and so far I have seen no
one yet who can make the S.E.G.
The S.E.G. will be like drugs for the gut. Drugs with proven efficacy are relatively new to
gastroenterology. It is difficult to keep up with the development of new agents, and new
indications for older drugs. This is the problem today for the S.E.G. New materials are now
available to which I have no knowledge of. But alas Fernando Morris has been searching the
web and found one of these new materials to which he has purchased some and Jason has
been working with it and state that it is extremely easy to machine and holds enough
magnetic energy for the job, in fact one sample was holding twice the amount of magnetic
energy then actually required. This is amazing at the progress of materials.
When twenty years ago there was little specific treatment for liver disease who would have
predicted the agents now used in viral hepatitis, primary biliary cirrhosis and bleeding
varices. The development of specific anti-ulcer drugs has mushroomed to produce
numerous agents used in the control of upper gastro-intestinal disease. This is similar as
Searl see materials for constructing the S.E.G. and specific for the I-G-V construction will
mushroomed to produce numerous agents which Searl knows in his heart now exists and
will grow for choice of selection for this research and development. More so now as
Fernando Morris has selected one of these new materials and put it to the test. Result both
Morris and Jason are excited about the results which they are getting. Unfortunate I have
been too ill to attend the lab for the last few months due to effects from flying to the UK
and back, the real cause was the failure by the two who were being paid to look after me
for a month failed to do so, they would not get a doctor to me for help on return on landing
I nearly had my life ended its taken months to partly recover. I may have to return to UK.
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I Professor John Roy Robert Searl hereby on oath,
declare Russell Anderson committed fraud and
deception of the public, knowing that EX-STI no
longer exists, as from February Friday 8th 2014 at
2200 hours GMT. He has been informed by me that
he will be facing court charges if fail to stop, but he
continues; therefore, I have no option but to take
him to court with the rest of the gang, in the startup of cleaning up the internet crap. There are more
names on the list to follow.

Russell Anderson has no authority to use my name or any of my terms for 10 years, to get
public funding, and cannot be ever again be accepted within Searl Aerospace corporation or
any other part of the other organisation under Searl Global Technologies. It appears that
EX-STI promised him millions very soon if he can get the secret how to make the S.E.G. His
is guilty of fraud regardless: as he is in association of EX-STI.
Searl remind you that a thermistor is a special type of resistor which can achieve a large
change in resistance for a small change in temperature. Searl states that such devices
normally have a negative temperature coefficient. Searl explains that some thermistors the
resistance value can drop to one half its former values for a temperature rise of 20 degrees
centigrade. Thermistors are often used in temperature sensing circuits and as protective
devices in other types of circuits.

Programmed Review:
Searl says that this review is presented in a programmed instruction format. It will enhance
your understanding of the material presented in this section. Searl states that you should
read reach of the numbered frames carefully and fill in the missing blanks at the bottom of
each frame. The correct answer will appear in this document somewhere.
1 Resistance is defined as that property of a substance which opposes current flow. All
substances oppose current flow to some extent. Therefore, all substances have some
__________
2 The unit of resistance is the ohm. The ohm may be defined as the resistance of a
particular block of material which has a certain length and cross section area.
However, a better way to define the ohm is in terms of voltage and current. If an emf
of 1V causes a current of 1A, then the resistance is __________
Searl is trying to cover many FACTS, by which the web can be cleaned up; of all that crap.
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The gentleman in the red top is
the good guy a wonderful chap,
extremely clever. The 2 in front
are criminal who not only stole
£38,000.00 + of my equipment
while they had me put into
hospital so that they could carry
out this robber without Searl
being able to stop them. They
also committed fraud and
deception of the public
therefore should go to prison
for no less than 25 years. Ken on
the right is head of a religious
which had been outlaw in the
UK, and hated in Germany. Both
their IDs were faked.

This photo was taken in Germany during December 1997. Searl confirms that he has movies
of them making fraud statements to one of his ex-workers who in the same clip stated that
he try to sell the technology to Shell, but they were not interested in the technology.
Searl states that in most materials, an increase in temperature causes an increase in
resistance. Searl informs you that materials which respond in this way are said to have a
positive temperature coefficient. Searl says that if a material has a positive temperature
coefficient, its resistance increases as temperature increases and decreases as temperature
decreases. Searl reminds you that there are a few substances such as carbon C. 6. Have a
negative temperature coefficient. This means that their resistance decreases as
temperature increases. Searl points out that there are also materials whose resistances do
not change at all with temperature. Searl inform you that these are materials are said to
have a zero or constant temperature coefficient.
Searl accepts that in most simple circuits, the temperature coefficients of the components
are not critical and are simply ignored. However, in some circuits the temperature
coefficients are important and they must be considered in the design. Searl says however,
the temperature characteristics are not always troublesome. A device called a thermistor
uses these characteristics to great advantage. Searl is presenting his knowledge which may
differ to yours; depending on which school he was trained in. Such as Reading and the Open
University, naval school, air training school. And employment: which required Searl to
undertake course with BIET, Bennett College and the ICS college. Air training Cadets etc.
there was other night schools which Searl studied with. From this it is clear that on the
YouTube are slander remarks and conning the public at large to stop Searl technology from
reaching the marketplace.
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I, Professor John Roy Robert Searl, hereby
declare under oath, that the contents
declared herein, shall be the Truth, the
whole Truth and nothing but the Truth. The
picture here is no other than John A.
Thomas Jr., I authorised Fernando Morris
to invite him pay his fare to see what we
were stating on the web was true. NOTE:
under the law we should not had invited
him as he was a member of STI. The reason
as to why I authorised this was to try to
make him understand that STI does not
exists and had no rights to use Searl or any
terms used by me for 10 years. But Searl
understand that STI offer him millions quick
for all information he had which he gave
thus, selling me for 30 pieces of silver, and
calls him: Searl friend. Who on Earth wants
a friend like that? After all that effort he
made it clear that he was staying with the
criminals and therefore he is equal to them
in the crimes which they are committing;
by association with them he approves of
their conning the public, lies, deception
that they own the technology, Where in
fact they own 100% of absolute nothing. He
should go to prison for 10 years at least.
Searl also make clear that he resigned from
DISC INC. following 2 mornings of just over
4 hours each with John House and him as
to what changes he had to make on his
website which he agreed to do. But he
could not have been home more than 5
minutes before he went on the web and
told everyone that they had to deal with
him, he was the boss. I phoned him and
resign he ask for share certificate to be
returned to him I told him if he wants it
come and collect it I have better things to
do than to waste time and money to return
paper worth 100% of absolute nothing. He
never came to collect them.
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This equipment should be here from the UK, but not yet set up to function.
Searl states that if all other things being equal, the resistance of a substance is inversely
proportional to its cross-sectional area. If the cross-sectional area doubles, the resistance
drops to one half of its former value. Also, if the area triples, the resistance drops to one
third.

Temperature:
Searl reminds you when defining resistivity, the length and cross-sectional area are carefully
defined because they affect resistance. The temperature is also carefully defined for the
same reason. That is, with most materials, the resistance changes if the temperature
changes. With changes in length and cross-sectional area, we know exactly how the
resistance will change. Not only that, but all materials change resistance in the same way.
However, with changes in temperature, this is not the case. Not all materials change
resistance in the same direction or by the same amount when temperature changes,
By now you should be able to understand that there are a few people determined to steal
this technology as I shall expose them for what they are. The wrong they are doing you,
with lies, conning you to get you to fund them with the rights which they do not have.
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Merry Xmas
to you all!

This equipment should be here now but not yet mounted to use; I am to make great movies
upon this work.
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Bradley K. Lockerman: Fraud claiming the STI owes it when it does not, to raise funds. Just
one more of a number of crimes; which he is committing. This is worse than the case at the
top of the page. Not only has he actually stolen property of SMI, but been in association
with EX-STI of theft. He claim to be my friend, he sure is not the kind of friend which I need.

Cross-Sectional Area:
The cross-sectional area of a conductor is determined by its thickness or its diameter, Searl
has shown that a good conductor have a large number of free electrons. In fact, the more
free electrons per unit length, the better the conductor will be. Obviously then, a large
diameter conductor has more free electrons per unit of length than a small diameter
conductor of the same material. Therefore, large diameter conductors have less resistance
than small diameter conductors.
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This is a part of a set replacement that was stolen by Peter King and his gang of robbers,
which has shot the cost of the S.E.G. up by thousands. This set should now be here waiting
to be set up to use. Since it was replace it has not yet seen power connected to it,
0.0909r
0.0833r
11)1
12)1
11)10(0
12)10(0
11)100(9
12)100(8
99
96
11)10(0
12)40(3
r
11)100(9
36
99
12)40(3r
Searl states that as there are 12 roller sets on the first plate; he has given you 12 samples to
study in order of 1 to 12.
0.125
8)1
8)10(1
8
8)20(2
16
8)40(5

0.11r
9)1
9)10(1
9
9)10(1r

0.1
10)1
10)10(1

Such mathematics can be used in many different subjects. In
This case it’s converting Ω to mhos, like resistance to conductance to mhos. Searl states as
a fact, with any material, the greater the length, the higher the resistance will be. The
reason for this is that the electrons must travel further through the resistance medium.
Searl points out if the length doubles the resistance doubles: if the length triples, the
resistance triples: and so forth. Searl trust that he has made this condition clear to all.
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Here is the proof that I have inspected the
USS Midway. I am wondering if anyone is
still living that served on this ship during
WWII who has a photo of themselves that
can give detail facts of what life was really
like then. Most people today have no
knowledge what it was like. I myself only
know the last few months of the war, but
only from the British side of the war. But
then, I knew more about the air then the
sea, even if the sea was part of training.
Sea rescue motor torpedo boats and short
body Sunderland’s.

Searl says that he has not forgotten all of you who want help with mathematics. Searl like
to make it clear how to convert resistance to mhos. First resistance is the ohm presented as
this = Ω and its conductance is presented by this = mho. Therefore, a mho = 1 is divided by
the resistance. Thus,
Thus 1 mho is divided by 1 resistance of 1 ohm = 1 mho. In other words 1/1 = 1mho.
_1
0.5
0.333’
0.25
0.2
0.166’

If this equipment is not here; in the container
from the UK, then it stolen, it will cost
thousands to replace and add the cost of it
being replaced to the one before, which was
stolen by Peter King. We are talking about a
very large sum of money. All of which
increases the cost of the S.E.G.
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Canon Lens: EF 28-300 F/3.5 – 5.6l IS USM. Ordered 14th July 2004 cost £2,049.99 + VAT at
17.50% + PP = £6.99 + VAT. Last used in Somerset late November 2013 and then it
vanished never seen it since. If it turns up here in the container of my property I will be
surprised. It covers from wide to telephoto ¿ instantly. Frame your shots at will with
revered L-Series quality: Approx., 11 x zoom with Image stabilizer and silent, fast auto
focus. Ultimate quality: ultimate versatility. I paid by Visa, Thus, I have both visa and banks
statement to confirmed that I did buy this; in fact for the second time, and may have to buy
it again for the third time. Which means the cost of the S.E.G. is mounting by theft.
However, it is important to remember the mho because a key characteristic of the vacuum
tube and the field-effect transistor is given in mhos.

Factors Determining Resistance:
Searl says that the single most important factor in determining resistance is the resistivity
of the material. However, three other factors are also important. These are the length; the
cross-sectional area and the temperature of the material. This is the reason that these
three variables had to be carefully defined in order to determine resistivity. Searl says let’s
discuss each of these in more detail.

Length: The insulated wire with this course, which Searl had, was a number 22 copper Cu
29 wire. A 60-foot length of this wire has a resistance of about I ohm. Searl points out a
120-foot length of the same wire have a resistance of about 2 ohms. Searl states that if we
also double the length of the wire, we also double the resistance. In other words, the
resistance of a conductor is directly proportional to its length.
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This is part 2 of the elements in order as Searl has to know them. Everything in the universe
is created from these atoms, even you. Unfortunate you need intellectual capacity which
EX-STI and Brad, Thomas and Russell not forgetting Flowerbower; appears to be lacking by
their insanity on YouTube. There will of cause be those who love them; because they
match their intellectual capacity of zero rates.
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Part 1: Elements in order of atomic number: Elements and their properties: Searl has listed
the chemical elements in alphabetical order, with each element’s symbol and atomic
number – the number of protons (or electrons) in each atom. The table above lists the
elements in order of atomic number. The column headed electronic structure shows how
the electrons are grouped into shells in the atom. This also applies to the S.E.G.
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Physical constants:
This simply means that conductance is equal to the number 1 divided by the resistance. Or:
stated as an equation:

The letter G is used to represent conductance. Therefore, the equation can be written:
EX-STI I’m watching you committing
serious crimes on YouTube, Which is ripe for
a court case under consideration now!

EX-STI: are you ready to do battle with
me in court, I’m ready to tear you apart
and feed you to the crocodiles.

The unit of conductance is the mho, pronounced “Moe” NOTICE that this is OHM spelled
backwards. The mho is the reciprocal of the ohm. Therefore:
Beware of the
Florida sharks
on internet!

The resistance of 1 ohm equals a conductance of 1 mho. However, a resistance of 2 ohms
equals a conductance of ½ or 0.5 mhos. Also, if the resistance is 1000 ohms or 1 kilohm,
the conductance is 0.001 mhos or 1 millimho. Searl states that in most cases it is more
convenient to think in terms of ohms (resistance) rather than in terms of mhos
(conductance). Therefore, Seral will be primarily concerned with resistance in this section
of this document. However, it is important as you will see as Searl continues.
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I’m watching
you main
members of
STI. To judge
your
intellectual
capacity a bit
short supply!

Figure LS8: Spherical Caps and Hemispheres. Figure LS9:
Figure LS9: A Sphere and all its great Circles sections have the same centre.
The resistivity of several substances is shown in Figure CE3.2. NOTICE that silver Ag 47 has
the lowest resistivity while copper Cu 29 is a close second. Near the bottom of the list are
glass and rubber. Silver Ag 47 and copper Cu 29 are the best conductors while glass and
rubber are two of the best insulators. As Searl has shown, both conductors and insulators
are important, not only for the S.E.G. and I.G.V. but also for electronics. Conductors have
many free electrons so they conduct current very easily. Thus, they are used to carry
electricity from one place to another. Most metals are good conductors. Thus, metals such
as Aluminium Al 13; Brass (a compound not an element): Copper Cu 29: Gold Au 79: Iron
Fe 26: Lead Pb 82: Nickel Ni 28: Platinum Pt 78: Silver Ag 47: Steel (a compound not an
element): Tin Sn 50: Tungsten W 74: and Zinc Zn 30 is all good conductors.
Searl says; Insulators or non-conductors are substances which have few free electrons. They
have very high values of resistivity. These substances are used to prevent electrical
connection. Most wires are coated with an insulator so that they do not accidentally short
out when used to carry electricity. Some examples of insulators are glass, rubber, plastic,
mica, and dry air. Searl says that to summarize, it is the resistivity of a material which
determines if the material is a conductor or an insulator. Resistivity is the resistance of a
specific size and shape of the material at a specific temperature.

Conductance:
Searl points out that sometimes it is more convenient to think in terms of how well a
material conducts currents rather than to think in terms of how well it opposes current.
Because of this, a property called conductance is often used. Conductance is just the
opposite of resistance. It is defined as the ease with which a substance passes current flow.
Mathematically, conductance is the reciprocal of resistance. Searl hopes that this has
helped those who wish to learn how Searl was able to conceive such a concept as the S.E.G.
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STI I’m
watching
you!
Figure TP.2: power strokes in reciprocating engines and associated processes in turbine
engines. Flowerbower; at 82.6 years, I have got to get my teeth into this study work for a
commercial pilot licence. All things are possible, some take longer to achieve. Agree that
the I.G.V. does not use this kind of power train for its motion, but a complicated magnetic
drive system which creates a powerful electrical energy system.

Resistivity:
Searl says that we cannot directly compare the resistances of two substances because the
resistance depends on the shape and size of the substance as well as the temperature.
However, every substance has a property called specific resistance or resistivity which can
be compared directly. The resistivity of a substance is defined as the resistance of a onefoot length of wire of the substance. Furthermore, the wire must be exactly 0.001 inch (1
mil) in diameter and the temperature must be exactly 200 centigrade. These requirements
standardize the shape, size, and temperature of the substance so that only the atomic
structure determines the resistance. Searl is progressing slowly through the course which
he hopes that you are still in circuit and understanding what he is stating, which is vital.
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Space studies have
many different
branches. The most
ancient and perhaps
the best understood is
astronomy, which has
been studied for as
long as history relates,
by many different
kinds of people and
for widely varying
reasons. Its students
have included
scientists seeking to
understand man’s
environment;
voyagers on land and
sea or through space,
dependent on
recognition of the
celestial signposts for
their safe arrival;
historians seeking to
recapture the image
of the sky as it was in
previous centuries:
and, indeed, all who
would savour more
deeply the folklore
and recorded
expression of past
civilisations, so largely
are based on
observations of the
starry heavens.
This study has fluctuated in popularity and influence through the centuries and now, after
80 years of comparative neglect, regains importance as the age-old dream of voyaging into
space becomes reality. Although many space enthusiasts are very young, and indeed may
still be in the infant school, and many have limited intellectual capacity, all may be helped
to extend their knowledge of space in general and elementary astronomy in particular, and
so to deepen enjoyment of their hobby.
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2001: The first space tourist, 60 year old Businessman Dennis Tito (USA): on his return to
earth. Becomes the first private space tourist, paying a reported £14 million ($20 million)
to visit the international Space Station. Human Endeavour will always exist and space
exploration is just one subject of many. Just remember that the Moon race began in
earnest on 12th April 1961 when USSR cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin made the first successful
manned space flight. Just over eight years later the United States won the race by making
the first manned Moon landing, on 20th July 1969.
Searl says that probably the most famous words spoken by any human being during the 20th
century were those of Neil Armstrong when he stepped onto the surface of the Moon.
‘That’s one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind,’ With these words the USA
claimed the ultimate prize in a race that until than had been led by the USSR with the first
man-made satellite, the first dog in space, the first man in space, the first woman in space,
the first man-made object on the Moon and the first spacewalk.
Searl reminds you that in 1957 the Soviets had launched Sputnik 1, the first man-made
satellite, and a month later launched Sputnik II, which carried the first dog into space,
Laika (nicknamed Muttnik by the American press) later became the first dog to die in space
when it was feed a meal of poisoned meat by the automatic feeder on board. Sputnik II
burned up on re-entry in April 1958. Searl says that there is some uncertainty about the
first man in space: in 1957 cosmonaut Alexia Ledovsky (USSR) allegedly made the first
manned space flight, and in doing so became the first human space fatality; however, it is
not known whether his craft cleared earth’s gravity and was lost in space, or burned up in
re-entry. What is certain is that the first successful manned space flight took place on 12th
April 1961, when Yuri Gagarin became the first man to orbit the Earth.
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Mir space station: in orbit, a great achievement by the Russians. Now no longer in
existence as it has completed its life cycle. It was the first station in space. Which only
prove that there is nothing impossible, except that the state of your brain makes it so?
Searl has witnessed so many impossible things being achieved during the last two years,
that it is hard for him to accept that people still believe that the S.E.G. is impossible. Today,
the start towards making atomic power cars etc., are feasible, before today, it was impossible.
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Temperature: 1946;
THE ZERO OF THE
Kelvin scale is the
absolute zero of
temperature – the
lowest possible
temperature. The
size of the Kelvin
(which was once
called the degree
that was my time)
was chosen equal to
the degree of Celsius.
Scientist uses the
Celsius scale as well
as the Kelvin scale.

My first calculator.

Is this man the real
Flowerbower? He
writes Septic’s mag?
1987: Space probe Pioneer 10 (USA): launched in 1972, becomes the first man-made object
to leave the solar system.
1990: TV journalist Toyohiro Akiyama (Japan): becomes the first paying passenger in
space, paid for by TBS Television.
Searl understand that it took hundreds of people to create such massive success events.
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B-24 LIBERATOR: How many of us are still alive that actually could watch these take off and
come back to land – at least I’m still one of the few left. Only seen one crash on take-off,
the tyre burst was the cause. Squadrons of Libs went out daily and some never return. That
is the price of war.
13 = C – This is the only circuit which shows the meter connected directly across R1.
14 = A – When S1 is open, the voltage measured by the meter is equal to the voltage rise in
the circuit or 6V. However, when S1 is closed, the meter is shorted, so it reads OV.
15 = B – Since the voltmeter is placed across the circuit rather in series with it, the circuit
need not to be broken. This completes the answers.
1983: June: Sally Ride; becomes the first American woman in space.
1983: August: Guion S. Bluford (USA): becomes the first black person in space.
1983: November: Ulf Merbold (West Germany): becomes the first non-American astronaut
in space and the first German in space.
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Tomorrow’s
technology in flight
and energy will
now be developed
in San Diego.

These images are for training purpose only and not for use in actually flying. It is a
beautiful way to teach flying. It is a welcome to learn to use the KLN 898, KLN 94, GNS
430, GNS 530, GPSMAP 295, and GX 50/6 from your desktop. Searl determine to become a
top rate instructor to train pilots; to fly the I.G.Vs. Also: to continue improving the internal
structure and décor.
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While searching for a
word in my personal
pocket English Dictionary I
came across this photo of
this lady signed Judy. Judy
who? I do not recall that I
married her. So what is
she doing in my
Dictionary? Or was that a
quick start guide to
marriage? Instead of a
photo popping up in my
dictionary, it would have
been nicer if she had
popped up in bed with me
instead. That could have
been worthwhile.
Company, long as she can
stand my snoring and
getting up every hour to
do what a man has to do.
And that is to wee!
This Flowerbower is quite new to me, as in my days of flying there was not very much in
technology as we have today, Radar, Homer, and Direction Finder. That was about it. If I
stay in the States then flying will restart for me, as I shall have to train the pilots to fly the
I.G.V. Which: is completely a different type of flying, to that of conventional flying.
11 = A – The voltage drop across R2 increases. When R1 is shorted, the applied voltage must
be dropped by only two resistors instead of three. Thus, the voltage dropped by each of the
remaining resistors increases.
12 = C – If the two resistors are identical, each must drop half 0f the applied voltage or 3 V.
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We are
here.

Flowerbower: you need to understand such instruments of mathematical tables for flight,
otherwise you will never be a pilot my dearly beloved brother.
8 = B – To double the voltage, two cells must be connected to the series aiding
arrangement. However, to triple the current capacity, three of these arrangements must be
connected in parallel. Therefore, a total of six cells are required.
9 = B – A voltage drop exists only when current flows in the circuit.
10 = C – Notice that three of the batteries are connected series aiding. However, one is
connected series opposing. The opposing battery cancels the voltage produced by one of
the aiding batteries. Consequently, the output voltage is +3.oV.
How many did you get right so far?
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Flowerbower: this was my world; if I get my immigration paper then I shall return to this
world again, Pilots need to be able to use such mathematical instruments. As you see I am
getting ready to stay in the states and push the flying side. It is up to Morris to get those
papers soon.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7 = A – The six 1.5 V cells must be connected in series aiding arrangement if their voltages
are to add.
1969: The first watch to be worn on the Moon was an Omega Speedmaster chronograph worn by Neil
Armstrong.
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Figure LS27: Track of a satellite in an Orbit inclined at 600 to the Equator. That goes back
to the 60s, but today we have some very powerful tools that I never had in my days
Flowerbower. This will become my world if all goes well with our plans.

ANSWERS:

UNIT 2 EXAMINATION:

VOLTAGE:

1 = D - Electromotive force, potential difference, and emf are other names for the
Force: which we loosely call voltage. Current is not a correct name for this force.
2 = A - A potential difference does not exist between identical charges. However, it does
exist between any two charges which are not identical in both polarity and magnitude.
3 = A - The unit of electromotive force or voltage is the volt. Joule is the unit of energy;
ampere is the unit of current: and coulomb if the unit of charge.
4 = D – The cell or battery converts chemical energy to electrical energy.
5 = C - By definition a secondary cell is one which can be recharged,
6 = B – The lead-acid is a wet cell that produces an emf of about 2.1V.
For reason I cannot get the lines to line up correctly.
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Can you name this person; he was number
one in what? I know him well. He is not
American; they gave him a great welcome.
A plywood jigsaw: commemorating the first man on the Moon; strange; with people
communicating with me from every state of the U.S.A. No one sent me a copy of this
jigsaw. One man in the states; would send me once in a while; often a space film the last
one was when the earth stood still; never had time to watch it then. When it turns up here I
have to watch it, as I know that it was a great film with powerful meaning for planet Earth.
Searl stated that he would give you the answer to the questions he presented to you late;
He feels it’s time to put you out of your misery by presenting those answers. On the next
page you will find the answers which left you terrible confused at a higher level, no doubt
1971: April: Salyut 1 (USSR): is launched as the first space station.
1971: May: Space probe Mars 3 (USSR): orbits Mars and released a capsule that makes the
first soft landing on the Red Planet.
1978: Vladimir Remek (Czechoslovakia): becomes the first non-Soviet cosmonaut and the
first Czech in space.
1979: The European Space Agency: comprising 10 member countries, launches the first
European rocket Ariane.
Once again Britain got involved in Space.
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Legal Body.

Searl states that the 13 conductors listed; only 11 of those conductors are suitable to
construct an S.E.G. Two are compounds and not elements. Only those shown above could
be used. But there is a major problem, which ones are suitable if any. How do you defined
which ones and in what order, for there is an absolute order of function. Then how do you
magnetise them if there is no suitable magnetiser on the market? Selling any device as an
S.E.G. you are committing fraud and deception for personal gain, which is illegal, which is a
crime. If such has been sold using in of Searl photos or information gain by working with
him is Information theft, and therefore it is a criminal act.
Searl states that he appreciates the hard work done by thousands; since man appear on
earth to solve all the problems which today allow Searl and anyone else to create products
for the future, without they devoted effect in time and cost: we inventors would been
unable to create such products. My sincere thanks: to all those living and dead who made
my work possible, for without them it would have been impossible.
1965: March: Aleksey Leonov (USSR): makes the first spacewalk.
1965: June: Edmund White (USA): makes the American spacewalk.
1969: 20th July: Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin (both USA): becomes the first people to
land on the Moon.
1969: 21st July: Neil Armstrong: is the first person to walk on the Moon,
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This is Soviet cosmonaut Valentina Tereshkova, the
first woman in space. Tereshkova piloted the Vostok 6
spacecraft, launched on 16th June 1963. I was 31 years
old and still kicking. The flight lasted 70.8 hours and
orbited the Earth 48 times, below here is the Soviet
poster commemorating the first successful manned
space flight, made by Yuri Gagarin on 12th April 1961.
The first space burial in space was launched from the
Canary Islands in 1997. Dr. Timothy Leary and Gene
Roddenberry, then creator of star Trek, were among
20 people whose ashes were sent into space and will
orbit the earth until the rocket burns up on re-entry to
the atmosphere, due sometime in 2003.
The first television commercial to be film in space was for Tnuva Milk, and show cosmonaut
Vasily Tsibliyev drinking said milk aboard the space station Mir.
Searl states that the S.E.G. concept came for the Hopscotch game, which turned up all that
crap on YouTube and elsewhere. They got their Newton’s second law wrong in reference to
the S.E.G. Searl does not state that Newton second law is wrong but the section the experts
use is wrong in relation to the S.E.G. Thereby, Sir Isaac Newton is correct with his second
law in reference to the S.E.G. Well done Sir Isaac Newton who had no means to prove his
case.
As Searl have shown, both conductors and insulators are important in Searl undertaking.
Conductors have many free electrons so they conduct current very easily. Thus, they are
used to carry electricity from one place to another. Most metals are good conductors. Thus,
metals such as Silver Ag. 47: Copper Cu. 29: Gold Au. 79: Aluminium Al. 13: Tungsten
74.W: Zinc Zn. 30: Brass not an element, thus, not suitable for S.E.Gs: Platinum Pt. 78: Iron
Fe. 26: Nickel Ni. 28: Tin Sn.50: Steel is not an element, thus, no good for S.E.Gs: Lead Pb.
82: Searl says that you may think with all these options the S.E.G. is simple to make. That is
where you are wrong. There is a correct order of structure; otherwise it will not perform as
required, if it performs at all. As Searl undertakings are Research and Development some
data becomes confidential information and is therefore classified information.
Searl states that throughout his life; he has met some infinites that were bigger than other
infinities. The biggest are the present EX-STI group. But the biggest of all is Flowerbower
without a doubt.
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This graph shows Neodymium Nd. 60 with Zirconium Zr. 40. What a mixture.
Searl point out that the statement on the web by Russell Anderson is fraud and deception
as Kirk Miller has been told a number of times that Paul Brown had never made an S.E.G.
and that he has never wrote to Searl, but to Gunner Sandberg, as he wanted to steal it as
Paul Brown generator failed to function: he needed badly to be saved; and he saw the
S.E.G. as a solution to his failure. Therefore Kirk Miller is committing fraud and deception to
the public for funding that is a crime. Likewise Brain Collins also used Gunnar Sandberg to
steal Searl technology for him of promises of big money as he had no such power unit to
save Collins neck. Thus Sussex University was prepared to steal searl confidential
information which is INFORMATION THEFT.
1962: John Glenn: becomes the first American to orbit the Earth.
1963: Valentina Tereshkova (USSR): becomes the first woman in space.
Russia never again sent a woman in space as Valentina failed to complete her mission. I do
not have the full account what it was she had failed to do. Nevertheless, it was great
achievement carrying great publicity for Russia. I cannot recall if she tour the world as Yuri
Gagarin did after his success flight around the world.
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Here again we can
witness the beautiful
teaching upon the
subject of the elements
which was not available
to Searl in his days. Searl
wish you to know that
Gunnar Sandberg of
Sussex University called
on him at Mortimer, and
showed him a letter from
Paul Brown, which
begged Sandberg to find
me and get the secret of
the S.E.G. for him so it
would not be lost on
Searl death. Gunnar
Sandberg insisted that I
could not have used
Neodymium Nd 60, as it
was not available. Nor
could I have used that
iron from Sweden. So I
gave Gunnar one of the
two bars I use for
demonstration purpose,
which John Thomas Jn.
seen damaged that
Gunnar Sandberg did to
get a slice of the material
for analysing to back
engineer it for Paul
Brown. What Gunnar
Sandberg was able to
prove was in FACT both
Neodymium and the
Swedish Iron were clearly
present and that bar
belongs to 1946 period.
Paul Brown never made
contact with me – FACT!
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At 16 he’s learning a trade in the
cockpit of an interceptor fighter; he’s
an apprentice in today’s RAF .But I
doubt that he will ever understand
how many people it took to create
that aircraft, the total mathematics
which had to be developed over
centuries of time. The researchers
who devoted their time to invent
those materials from which that craft
were constructed. He can only
understand the moment in which he
exists. Searl agree that he will get the
best trade training in the world. He is
lucky. Searl had to join the arm forces
in a war, agree it was slowly coming
to an end, which took two atom
bombs to end it. Two wars at the
same time took the lives of millions.
And destroyed the planet life chain to
which we depend upon.
1948 August 10th Searl for the first time used Neodymium Nd. 60 in his study and research
work. All he got to know about it was due to Mullard Limit who informed Searl that it was
a rare Earth, that the term Rare Earth did not apply to it being in small quantity, there
were millions of tons of it. That it meant: there was found: that it had an extra band of
electrons, to which they could not understand why. But it could not be magnetised,
therefore the glass manufacture found a use for it to colour glass purple, or to polish
glass. That was Searl only knowledge available to him.
Searl dream one: appear to be defining some issue about square 4. Another issue was that
he was always in each dream; standing in square two of the game termed hopscotch. Searl
assumed that from the 8 squares of which that game was constructed, he had to substrate
2 from 8 = 6. Now the fact remains That Hopscotch has an up and down function being +
and –, but you cannot take 6 from two, therefore, Searl accepted that this game was saying
look at 60. But what do 60 mean?
It was chance luck in his continue education that a small block of 4 different elements was
listed. This was the reason Searl contacted Mullard Limited for advice as they were
producing amazing teaching cards on components used in radios and Hi Fi equipment of my
time. I agree that today, Searl doubt if they still undertake such teaching; as cost is high. As
Searl looks back at time he is extremely grateful for their help which made the S.E.G.
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Searl wish to thank the hundreds of
personal who over the centuries of
time work to discover the structure
of the atom, as you will see from
my years how our knowledge has
change which has allowed me to
conceive a concept of a generator
convertor. In 1946 Searl only had
from Mullard Electronics, UK.
Leaflet on the elements which was
basic, but it lead me through what
my dream one was saying.
This was my world my sincere
thanks to all who have made this
possible for me, without your input
the S.E.G. and I.G.V. could had
never been possible. You are by
indirectly contact part of the
invention of the S.E.G. and I.G.V. in
fact, part inventor of all products
which have been invented, and
those yet to be invented. Let’s for a
change give credit to those who
make possible new products
instead of knocking them, Agree,
when I started to understand my
dreams, I had no knowledge of the
great effort which had already been
done over the centuries before me,
but eventually my publicity brought
this knowledge to me. My thanks to
television: that made that possible.
At least; I will show the truth regardless on how the S.E.G. concept was conceived. I do not
care if or not you believe it, as it is the truth, which I sincerely hope that all future real
inventors to be; will use as a stepping stone to their success. At this stage the domestic
power unit of 15Kw is what we are gearing up to produce the prototype one for mass
production. This should meet the needs of all house owners. There are nevertheless a
couple of very large contracts for energy on the table, which are under study to see if with
our present equipment that we could produce such large unit.
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Flowerbower, this was my world as an illustration what my world is like. In the UK I have
rewired my 2 19” racks 4 times; now for the fifth time; they have to be rewired for the first
time here in California, USA, I hope this time will be the last time.
1
2
3
4

Preparation of enforceable Employment Contracts and Codes of Conduct.
Introducing procedures for the storage of confidential information, its retrieval
and use:
Operational advice to limit the potential misuse of confidential information.
Forensic controls to assist speedy identification of information theft.

Searl states, putting in place sensible safeguards against information theft will enhance the
value of SGT confidential information and the profitability of the Consortium. What: if Searl
Consortium does fall victim (which it has) to information theft. Searl quotes that suspicion
that your confidential information has been stolen or copied or both are one thing. Having
the necessary proof that enables you to take effective action is another matter. But Searl
can confirm that the necessary proof, which 7 different solicitors know the situation to
date, and agree that we do have a solid case to go to court.
1961: April; Yuri Gagarin (USSR): making the first successful manned flight becomes the
first man to orbit the Earth.
1961: May; Alan b. Shepard (USA): becomes the first American in space, reaching a height
of 186 m in Freedom VII.
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Second image refers to one species, two brains. The brain, which is directly influenced by
the sex hormones – testosterone and oestrogen – develops differently in men and women.
In men, the right hemisphere is dominant, whereas in women it is the left – a tiny variation
resulting in significant differences. The law of the squares has again been proven correct
and so is Sir Isaac Newton.
Searl says, does the EX-STI have any brains at all, I doubt if Flowerbower, in his case it’s
loaded with shit of an undesirable nature, to which he appears to enjoy. In reference to
EX-STI they have no normal human brain; they got a greedy, ignorant form of a brain.
Searl states: Unless redressed effectively and swiftly, the damage caused by such acts will
be significant: not only will SMI suffer an immediate and substantial financial loss but the
damage to Morris goodwill and reputation may be irreparable.
Protecting your - self against information theft:
Opportunity and the lack of meaningful controls are two of the main factors that lead to
theft of information. Searl agrees that he cannot never guarantee that Searl Technology
organisation will remain immune from this type of crime, nevertheless, Searl acting as
Secretary General for the consortium can only advise Searl Consortium on the practical
and legal steps, like discussing the issue with the company solicitor(s) that can be taken to
reduce the risk.
1959: August, satellite Discoverer V1 (USA) takes the first television pictures of the earth
from space.
1959: September, Luna II (USSR) launched two days earlier, becomes the first spacecraft to
reach the moon.
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Fighting Information Theft: Searl points out: that the theft of confidential and valuable
business information is amongst the fastest growing of economic crimes. As Searl has
already pointed out that members of EX-STI have committed, and are still performing such
acts.
SEARL GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES has a duty to protect the technology. In so doing Searl gave
up his technology to the Crown who agreed that China should be care taker of the
technology. Therefore EX-STI have no rights whatsoever to it. Equipment which they have
stolen must be return; they have failed to do so. There is now no option but to use the
courts to:
1

To protect Searl Global Technologies from information theft.

2

As it has been stolen and copied, to recover Searl confidential information and
any copies of it.

3

To stop others from using Searl information for their own profit.

4

To obtain compensation from EX-STI members, Russell Anderson, Bradley K.
Lockerman, Kirk Miller, John Thomas Jr. Philip Talbert and any others who are
found during the present legal investigation on the crimes that have been
committed to date, from those who have exploited Searl confidential
information and caused Searl Global Technologies financial damage By their
fraudulent claims of ownership of the technology to raise funds is criminal.

5

Take NOTE EX-STI that to send a message which you have been doing – by
members of your organisation and beyond – that dishonesty will not be
tolerated and confidential information will be protected.

Please Note: those authors and the media can obtain permission to use photos or create
films upon this technology from Professor John Roy Robert Searl, in exchange of an
unedited version of that film. Searl will make available sites to film such events. There is no
need to steal. The above relates to EX-STI who thinks that they are higher than God.
The Problem as Searl sees it:
The theft of valuable and confidential information by EX-STI is a problem; Professor understands that this
also applies across all business. In the case of EX-STI, the theft has been carried out by dishonest
employees seeking to join an existing competitor, or to set up their own business. This is what has
occurred with Bradley K. Lockerman, John Thomas Jr., and Russell Anderson – EX-STI was the competitor
company, who inform the public to join them, SEGs would be available in 12 months’ time – which is a con.
You have been warned not to respond to this organisation.
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Here is an example of a projection screen that will be ideal for our future auditorium
requirements. 1000 seats would be a good figure to start with. For lectures or
demonstrations and film shows of our R&D achievements.

Figure CE3.2: Resistivity of common materials.
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Figure DPM1: DSD-0BCD Series Simplified Schematic.

There is a class of occasions in each of which one total living whole is associated with the
active surface of a planet. Flowerbower, there will be occasions where the Earth will get hit
by a big rock, if this should happen in a city or right on target of a super volcano would spell
out big trouble as the technology is not available, thanks to you and others like you, who
have blocked the progress of creating such tools for such events.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Searl states that the most common way to define the OHM is in terms of voltage and
current. One OHM is the amount of resistance which will allow one ampere of current to
flow in a circuit to which one volt of emf is applied. Or stated another way, if one volt
causes one ampere of current in a circuit then the resistance of the circuit is one OHM.
Figure CE3.1 illustrates these three ways of defining the OHM.
Searl says that the Greek letter omega (Ω) is commonly used to represent ohms. Thus, 1
ohm may be written 1Ω. Also, one thousand ohms may be written as 1000 Ω. 1 kilohms, or
as 1 KΩ. Finally, one million ohms may be written as 1,000,000 Ω, 1 megohms, or as 1 MΩ.
In electronics, the letter R is used to represent resistance. Thus, in the shorthand of
electronics the statement the resistance is ten ohms; may be written as an equation: R = 10
Ω.
Searl hopes that you are understanding all this FACTS being presented here and what and
how the world has changed because of it.
1957: Alexis Ledovsky (USSR): allegedly makes the first manned space flight, but in doing so
becomes the first space fatality.
1958: Explorer is launched as the first US satellite.
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Dear reader, I, Professor John Roy Robert Searl, hereby confirm that everything which you have read and
seen within this document is true, to the best of my knowledge. We shall now go forward upon my
knowledge base which leads me to make the S.E.G. It represents hard devoted study. By now you must be
getting the picture that the S.E.G. has taken many centuries and many top skill engineers to bring it to this
stage by which it could be mass produced TODAY. So for the sake of FLOWERBOWER I shall start with an
introduction of my OPEN UNIVERISITY course termed ROBOT MANIPULATION, SENSING AND CONTROL
PT615 2.
This was my world Flowerbower and mates
with the intelligence of imbeciles. The first
step is to look at ROBOTS AND
MANIPULATION my sincere thanks to the
staff of the OPEN UNIVERSITY for their help
in my learning.
Robot manipulation is the moving and
positioning of parts, work pieces and tools.
Robots generally possess manipulative
capabilities which allow the execution of a
wide range of tasks, which would include
the mass production of the S.E.G. This is the
heart of the flexibility of robots
Flowerbower. The description of the
essential manipulation components of robot
tasks, and the corresponding motions of the
robot joints, are the main aims of this unit.
The use of sensors for “intelligent”
manipulation and the control of the robot
motions will be the concern of later units.
Well Flowerbower do you feel like you are
about to have a problem term diarrhea? If
so good luck old boy I hope it stings well,
then you want be crapping on YouTube!
To Searl robots and automation is a very interesting world, and soon Searl hopes to return to that world,
but it will be for the mass production of S.E.G.s at first. Which may happen during late 2015 or 2016?
Which is all relating to funding? Strange one man pays $20 million for a trip to the ISS. That was FACT.
the question is why can no one put down just half of that amount to get the S.E.G. into mass production
stage? The S.E.G will not go into mass production without your help, which is also a FACT!
Searl states: that a variety of robot applications have already been considered in Unit 2. The manipulation
performed by robots in these applications can be planned and analysed in some detail before they go on
line. Searl says that the analysis will not only consider the single moves, but also cycles of moves and
possibly the integration of the motions of many robots in complex manufacturing processes. The outcome
of such analysis gives the means to design the manipulation tasks of robots as part of the overall design
and planning of the manufacturing process for the mass production of the S.E.G.
Searl is not a conman, as some who he knows, as you will soon see within this document. Searl like others
are trying to create better energy devices, then available today, to help the Earth to heal, from the damage
which we have done to the Earth.
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Searl points out that this unit aims to analyse the details of manipulation tasks and how robots can execute
them Flowerbower my darling. First, Searl says it is necessary to describe how the individual motions of
the robot joints “add up” to provide the gross manipulative capabilities: secondly, the manipulation which
the robot would be required to perform must be described: and thirdly, these two descriptions: one of the
robot and one of the tasks: are put together in a set of instructions or program for the robot. Searl says
that before dealing with the details of analysis in Sections 2 – 4 of this unit, some general considerations
are discussed in the remainder of this section.
Searl reminds you that a robot arm manipulates process tools, or grippers holding a segment layer of the
S.E.G. Searl states that the analysis of gripping tasks, the design of grippers, and the coordination of
process control and tool manipulation are important aspects in manipulation tasks, have you taken notes
Flowerbower, as this is mainly education for you and your nut cases.
Searl reminds you that the execution and control of manipulation tasks required for the production of the
S.E.G. needs an understanding of the dynamics of robots. The robot motions are provided by torques and
forces at the drives of the robot. Searl say that the dynamic effects of moving the robot, the tool or the
gripped work piece, must all be considered in controlling the forces and torques at the drives. Yes
Flowerbower that is not something that a person without formal education could do.
Searl reminds you Flowerbower that finally, large scale manipulations transfer raw materials, partially
finished S.E.Gs or components and finished products between production processes in a manufacturing
system in 1968; although Searl says that these form important aspects of manipulation in manufacturing,
in many cases they are not performed by robots. Searl reminds you that it is now 2015 and not 1968. What
Searl is stating here that he believes that the S.E.Gs mass production system could be 100% ROBOTIC and
AUTOMATION CONTROL from raw materials in to finish S.E.Gs out from dispatch. Searl also expects that
dispatch from and too the customer could also be fully automatic. That is the progress which science and
technology has moved as from 1968 to 2015.

1.1 HANDLING TASKS:
Searl says that one of the major robot tasks is handling. S.E.Gs work pieces are grasped with a gripper,
moved and then released. Searl says for examples include loading and unloading of production machines,
the transfer of materials or components to and from a store or moving line, say, via a processing cell for
machining or assembly: and the re-orientation of parts between processing operations.
Searl is senile so you state Lockerman – REALLY? – Searl say that the first requirement for using a robot in
handling tasks is that the initial and final positions and orientations of the S.E.G. work pieces are known to
the robot, either by using a well structure environment in which the positions and orientations are known
explicitly, or by using sensors which supply this information. Searl feels that a combination of both means
may be used for the mass production of the S.E.G.
Figure OU1.1: A casting on a conveyor Flowerbower and
nut cases. As Searl see it somewhere in the production
of the S.E.G. there will have to be conveyor systems. At
this stage Searl has not yet started designing the
production line system which shall be implemented. But
rest assure that will shortly be commenced
Flowerbower. Searl expects this will be in the U.S.A.
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Searl say consider castings moving on a conveyor. Searl say suppose they lie at the centre of the conveyor
and come at regular intervals, lying flat on the surface of the conveyor, but with unknown orientation
(Figure OU1.1 PAGE 685). Sensing can determine the angle of rotation of the casting. Searl say suppose a
robot is required to pick the casting of the S.E.G. layer from the line and transfer them to a fixture for
deburring. Searl ask you how are the position and orientation described Flowerbower? You do not know
and you have been sent by god to clean up the crap on YouTube – really – it is you Flowerbower who is
creating that crap, which smell like high heaven. Flowerbower, at any given time, the position of the
central hole in each layer of the S.E.G. is known in a reference coordinate frame in which the base of the
robot is fixed.
Searl say Flowerbower that for convenience (and this is precisely how coordinate frames should be
chosen), Searl say take the reference frame as a rectangular (x,y,z), Flowerbower, Searl says take the
frame with origin O, at the centre of the line opposite the robot. Searl say Flowerbower consider the point
P on the axis of the casting layer of the S.E.G. at the point where it meets the plane of the conveyor. Searl
say that the position of the casting S.E.G. layer can be measured using only the X coordinate of the
reference frame since the Y and Z coordinate are assumed known (and given zero value by the choice of
coordinate frame).
Searl say Flowerbower, that to describe the orientation of the casting of the S.E.G. layer, it is necessary to
define a coordinate frame fixed in the casting S.E.G. layer which is the same for all the castings of the
S.E.G. layers (Figure OU1.1) Searl say let the origin be at P and the ZC axis lie along the axis of the casting
S.E.G layer (the notation XC, YC, and ZC is used to denote the X, Y, and Z axis of the coordinate frame in
the casting of the S.E.G. layer). Searl say, let the XC axis bisect the acute angle between the spurs A and B,
and the YC axis be mutually perpendicular to the XC and ZC axis, forming a right handed coordinate frame.
Searl say that to obtain the orientation of the casting of the S.E.G. layer relative to the reference frame, the
position difference is ‘subtracted’ by translating the reference frame to P. Searl say let the translated
frame be denoted (XT, YT, ZT). Searl notes that the orientation of the casting of a S.E.G. segment layer can
now be measured by the angle required to rotate the Xt and Yt axes to coincide with the XC and the YC axis,
respectively. Searl points out that the angle is measured in a right-handed screw sense along the Zt = Zc
direction. Thus, Searl say, at any given time the position and the orientation of the casting of the S.E.G.
segment layer are measured by the X coordinate of P (in the reference frame) and the angle of rotation.
Figure OU1.2: Gripping the casting: Searl say that the robot is
required to move to the part and grasp it. Searl states that
since the robot knows the position and orientation of the part,
it can move the gripper to the part and place the gripper
fingers on it, so that all parts, whatever their orientations, are
all gripped in the same way (Figure OU1.2). Searl say that the
final position and orientation of the casting of the S.E.G.
segment layer in the fixture for deburring is described in
exactly the same way, using the relation of coordinate frames,
one fixed in the casting of the S.E.G segment layer and the
other in the fixture. The robot moves the part and releases its
grasp.
Figure OU1.2: Gripping the casting:
Searl hopes that Flowerbower is studying this information instead of playing with himself; while he thinks
of preparing more crap on YouTube for all to enjoy that rich aroma he loves you to smell.
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(b)

Figure OU1.3A: Top image: Straight and B
‘bent’ wrist configurations. Searl states that
in many robot tasks the positions and
orientations are not described explicitly by
the relations between coordinate frames,
because they are programmed on-line by
lead through or drive through methods.
However, Searl say if off-line programming
and sensing are to be used, then this type of
explicit description is required it should be
NOTED that precise descriptions are
necessary if the manipulations in handling
tasks are to be simulated in advance of their
implementation. Searl say the description of
the initial and final positions is the first part
of the description of handling task. Searl has
spoken take note of what he says.

Figure OU1.3B: (a) The straight and (b) ‘bent’ wrist configurations.
Searl say that the robot must move the gripper and the S.E.G. segment layer work piece between these
positions. Searl say that the path taken must avoid collision with other machines and interference with
nearby processes. Searl explains that this ‘path’ may include the paths of all points in the gripper and the
work piece, and thus be more accurately described as a swept volume through which the gripper and S.E.G
segment layer work pieces move.
Searl reminds you that in handling task the robot not only change the position but also the orientation of
the S.E.G. segment layer of the work piece. Searl say Flowerbower could you consider a robot loading a
machine tool through a protective cover door in the front of the machine. Searl doubt it. As Searl state as
the S.E.G. segment layer work piece approaches the door, it should already be orientated correctly for
loading. Searl expect that the orientation of the S.E.G. segment layer work piece should not take place
close to the store, conveyor or carousel from which the S.E.G segment layer part is obtained. Searl hopes
that the S.E.G. segment layer work piece must now follow a collision free path into the machine tool.
Finally, Searl say that the gripper should be orientated in the machine tool so that it can release its grasp
and withdraw without disturbing the S.E.G segment layer work piece. Searl points out that the ‘straight’
wrist configuration of Figure OU1.3(a) is preferable to the ‘bent’ wrist configuration in Figure OU1.3(b)
which makes removal of the gripper first from the work piece and subsequently from the machine tool
difficult.
Flowerbower, what do you think will happen next? You don’t know; well in that case I will be nice and tell
you what should happen. Searl say that after loading the S.E.G segment layer work piece, the robot
returns to the work piece supply to obtain another part, perhaps for loading to another machine tool. Searl
states that the velocities and accelerations through the cycle of operations will determine the overall cycle
time. Searl understands from employment experience that some parts of the cycle may be performed
quickly, such as the gross position and orientation motions. However, Searl say that the finer motions
should be done slowly to reduce the significance of dynamic effects and render the motions more accurate
in particular; there should be no overshoot or other erratic movements in the approach of the robot to the
work piece which could disturb the work piece. Searl say that the loading should also be as smooth and
accurate as possible. Searl state that guides may be provided and the application of small forces by the
robot may be needed for the final positioning of the S.E.G segment layer work piece.
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Figure OU1.4: Top image: Arrangement of
a robot (R), a conveyor (C) and a machine
tool (M) Searl ask what kinds of
manipulation are required by the robot R
Shown in Figure OU1.4(a) for taking a
partially machine cylindrical work piece
from a conveyor C and submitting it to the
machine M in the arrangement shown?
Searl say that the axis of the cylinder is
vertical.
As Searl could not possible enter
information relating to above, within in
this space, he will present them beneath
this section. No, Searl has not forgotten
(b) and (C). Bear in mind that Searl is not
an artists he does the best wherever he
can in the effect to present what he wish
to say.
Figure OU1.5: (a) Assembling two blocks and (b) fixing with a bolt. Searl hope that is what you can see!
Now for that information which is in the above in the block.
(a) The robot gripper must approach the next available work piece without interfering with the other
items on the conveyor:
(b) The gripper approaches the work piece and grasps it at its centre:
(c) The robot lifts the work piece vertically and when well clear of the conveyor (to avoid
interference with other work pieces or the conveyor) uses the wrist to turn the work piece
through 900. The 900 rotation is required to orientate the axis of the work piece horizontally for
submission to the machine tool.
(d) The robot can then take the work piece to the machine tool, using either an overarm motion or a
rotation around the waist or base joint. This sweeping motion can be executed at speed,
although the robot must slow down again as it approaches the machine tool.
Searl suggest to Flowerbower that he should consider the alternative arrangements shown in Figures
OU1.4b) and (c) for the machine tool M, the conveyor C and the robot R. Indicate the manipulations
required in each case. Searl explains that the arrangement in Figure OU1.4b) is similar to the previous
example except that the robot is constrained to move about its base joint through approximately 900 to
present the work piece to the machine. Searl points out that previously a rotation through a full 1800 was
required in the second arrangement (Figure OU1.4C), the conveyor lies between the robot and the
machine tool. Searl say that the robot does not have to move so far between the conveyor and the
machine, thus giving quicker loading, although the robot must remain clear of the conveyor at all times.
Searl say that this reduces the range of movements available to the robot. Searl say that further, it should
be noted that the robot may be at or near full reach when loading, thus aggravating control problems,
especially for heavy work pieces.
Searl like to inform you that he is presenting his problems for designing a mass production system for the
S.E.G. which might be required towards end of 2015 or early 2016.
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Searl say you never know when you are on camera – do you? This was clearly taken in LA.

1.2 ASSEMBLY:
Searl informs you that assembly requires manipulations to bring components into some desired spatial
relationship with one another. Searl say this is affected by handling with grippers. Searl informs you that
assembly tasks consist of two parts: first, fetching the components from a store or feeding device; and
second, performing the assembly operations. Searl say that the first is similar to the handling tasks
considered above and the second part is considered here.
Searl state that the description of spatial relations is necessary for assembly manipulations. Searl states
that coordinate frames are defined, fixed in each component and the desired spatial relations are
described by the relations between frames. Searl then suggest that the two coordinate frames are then
related to a reference coordinate frame in which the motions of the robot are measured. Searl points out
that this is for different component shapes and spatial relations, different coordinate frames are chosen to
describe the spatial relations. For example, Searl consider the problem of placing two blocks B1 and B2 in a
desired relation before fixing with a bolt passing through the aligned holes (Figure OU1.5a). To describe
the spatial relation, locate two coordinate frames (X1, Y1, Z1) and (X2, Y2, Z2) fixed at the corners of the
blocks as shown. Searl say that the desired spatial relation is described by specifying that the
corresponding axes coincide.
Hello Flowerbower am I going too fast for you to keep, up with me, or should I go faster to help you to poo
faster on YouTube. Dear Flowerbower are you suffering from gastritis or helicobacter pylori. They do help
you to poo faster on YouTube, if so good luck and I am delighted if that is the case.
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So who now say that I do not talk to people about my technology, for that is about all I do talk about.
Searl only saying supposed that the bolt is to be inserted through the hole aligned in blocks B1 and B2,
which are held in place: possibly by using special assembly supports or fixtures. Define cylindrical
coordinate frames at the flange of the bolt and at the opening of the hole in block B1 (Figure OU1.5b).The
coordinate frames have been chosen according to the shape of the components. Searl reminds you that
the assembly operation requires that the Z axis of the two frames is aligned. The angle α is unimportant,
since the bolt is axially symmetric apart from its head. Searl say that the completion of the assembly
requires that the origins of the cylindrical frames coincide if the head is required in a particular orientation,
then the frames are chosen so that α = 0 lines in each frame coincide for the desired orientation of the
bolt.
Searl say that apart from the choice of coordinate frames for the description of assembly, these tasks have
a number of particular manipulation requirements. Searl say that these include the use of preferred
directions of motion and the necessity for high accuracy in assembly operations. Searl say for an example,
the insertion of components in a printed circuit board requires the accurate positioning of the component
pins perpendicular to the board. The assembly motions themselves are also perpendicular to the board.
Searl say that such assembly can be achieved by robots which preserve the direction of the pins
perpendicular to the board by using two parallel revolute axes (perpendicular to the board) or two
prismatic axes (parallel to the board). A final prismatic joint axis is used to affect the motions along the
preferred direction. Searl states that the assembly of electric motors requires the majority of assembly
motions to take place along the direction of the axis of symmetry of the motor.
Searl ask you all: being the writer of this document: is he senile as Brad has been informing people.
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Searl on page 690 stated robots work piece mounting components on circuit boards reference made to
their leads. This are the kind of components we are making reference too.
Figure PIDM 1: High Voltage transistors for lighting, top
image.
Figure BULDXX 2: second image: range of transistors Which
Searl used in his days.
Figure HIP4080AIP: Third image: 80V/2.5A Peak, High
Frequency Full Bridge FET Driver: Products used by Searl in
the late 1997 when he was just toying around making things
for Christmas display. Searl agree that today you can buy
readymade fantastic displays; Searl should know he has
many types here in San Diego, U.S.A. For Hollywood type
celebrations.
Searl say that the inaccuracies in providing robot end
effector motion in preferred directions arise from three
sources. First there are the inaccuracies in moving in straight
lines along the preferred directions. Searl state that these
inaccuracies may be overcome by using a prismatic joint.
Searl say the second and the third sources of inaccuracy
arise because the prismatic joint may not be aligned with the
preferred directions. The misalignment can occur because
the prismatic joint has the wrong position (lateral error) or
because it has the wrong direction (angular error). Thus
many robots for assembly have configurations which are
designed to minimize these errors. For example the SCARA
type configuration (Figure OU 1.6a), minimizes the angular
error by using a single vertical prismatic axis positioned by
two vertical revolute axes parallel to the prismatic axis. Searl
say that this configuration provides rigidity which keeps the
prismatic axis in the vertical direction.
Hello Flowerbower I’m wondering how you are coping with
this information – guess it is over the top of your head. How
do you like being attacked in public – as you have attacked
me for many years now to the public domain?
Searl point out that the PRAGMA robot which Searl feel was the one he had to train on (Figure OU 1.6b)
but during this writing it come to mind and it is different than above I shall correct it in the writing at that
time. This robot has a Cartesian configuration but has two prismatic joint for locating the final sliding
motion (which is usually horizontal). The vertical motions are affected by the second prismatic joint. Again
the angular errors are minimised. Searl say that the Cartesian configuration is well suited to assembly,
giving easy controllable and accurate motions in the directions of the coordinate axes. Searl say that in
addition, the Cartesian configuration allows a number of machines to be mounted side by side to perform
coordinated sequences of assembly operations. This sounds more like what the S.E.G. will require for its
assembly functions. Remember Searl has 66 roller sets and 3 plates to machine out to size, each roller set
has 8 segment units of which each segment unit contains 4 different materials to machine out. That is 2112
operations for the roller sets of an S.E.G. plus 12 functions for the plates that equals 2124 robot functions.
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Figure OU 1.6: (a) SCARA-type robot, and (b) the PRAGMA robot:

Searl has to travel to the UK on work
ever so often, like other parts of the
world to check all are progressing.

Figure OU 1.7: Gripping attitudes:

Figure OU 1.8: Gripping an object:
The S.E.G is perfect for automation and robotic technology
to be employed in its mass production manufacturing
system.

San Diego, CA, USA is an ideal place to operate from.

Searl say that the high accuracy required for many assembly tasks may not always be attainable by the
robot itself In automatic operation, due to either inherent inaccuracies in the robot or variations arising in
the tasks themselves. Sensing inputs may be required to recognise these variations and initiate correcting
motions, either by the robot itself or by a device added to the robot to give small scale correcting motions.
Searl states that these devices include force sensing wrists with active compliance which responds to force
encountered during assembly. Searl says that sometimes these correcting motions are driven directly by
the assembly forces in passively compliant devices, such as the remote centre compliant (RCC) wrists.
Well my darling Flowerbower have I blown your brain; or have you got BS in there for a brain? FB do you
suffer from duodenitis if so; you are lucky; doctors don’t know how to cure it, that is good news.
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Here again proof that I have travel around the world lecturing upon the Searl Technology. Not today so
much due to the state of my health, but that may change soon – who knows?
Searl say assembly may also require force application, perhaps to complete an assembly requiring part
mating and fixing, or to test that an assembly has been completed. Disturbing forces may be applied along
specified directions, or torques in specified planes, to test the security of fixing.
Searl state that at the start of this section, the assembly operation was divided into handling operation and
assembly proper. Searl says that this division is sometimes exemplified by using a special handling robot to
deliver components ready for assembly. Searl say that the handling robot may be placed at the centre of a
cell containing several assembly robots performing a sequence of assembly tasks. Searl say that the
handling robot services these specialised robots, delivering parts, transferring partially completed
assemblies and removing completed S.E.Gs from the cell. Searl understands that the evolution of such
division of labour among robots is not accidental, given the different manipulation requirements of the
handling and the assembly tasks. He term cell appears in all class of employment. This class of cell is
medical:
Figure MHB4.23: To Searl education this is Hairy cell leukaemia:
reticulin stain of bone marrow trephine showing reticulin fibres
replacing haemopoietic tissue (c400). How is the word cell
referring too in an English dictionary. Smallest unit of an
organism that is able to function independently: small room for a
prisoner, monk, or nun: small compartment; small group
operating as a core of a larger organization; device which
generates electrical energy from a chemical reaction- no robots.
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Here is where no man has been before inside Searl heart, on the way through Searl body to look for
problems needing fixing. One was fixed but could not afford to have another one fixed. This Searl
watched on a very large colour monitor. I do have a CD on the whole operation but it will not play; do
not have the program which it was made on. Man has made great progress in the medical field.

Searl suggest why designs for assembly robots have increasingly moved away from
configurations possessing full manipulative capability.
Searl say that there are two main reasons. First, many assembly tasks do not require general manipulation
to position and orientate objects but only require motions in a few preferred direction. Second, the
possession of general manipulative capability renders the robot insufficiently accurate for many assembly
tasks.

Searl suggest a means to manipulate the relative position and orientation of components
in assembly tasks which does not lead to the inaccuracies normally associated with sixdegree-of freedom robot arms.
Searl has to agree that the 6 degree of freedom robot arms supplied by Open University worked perfect
found no errors during my 9 months of training with it. Flowerbower if there was something impossible,
the 6 degree-of-freedom arms robot were it; but someone made it possible therefore Flowerbower it is no
longer impossible - is it? This is also the case of the S.E.G. But it has taken many centuries to make it
possible.
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This shot taken at SMI lab, with me are Jason and Fernando who at this stage do all the main work at the
lab.
Searl say that a possible solution lies in the fact that assembly operations require bringing a pair of objects
into a desired spatial relation. Thus Searl say if each object is held by a separate robot arm each with three
degrees of freedom, then any desired spatial relation between the objects can be realised. Searl say that
this avoids inaccuracies and the difficulties of control associated with six degree of freedom robot arms.

Searl make comment on the similarities between a handling robot serving an assembly
cell containing SCARA-TYPE robots serving a machining cell.
Searl say that the manipulation tasks of the handling robot are similar in each case. These
are to load and unload the individual stations for assembly and machining, respectively.
Searl say that machining requires the controlled motion of the S.E.G. segment layers work
pieces and the cutting head. Searl understands that these motions are computer controlled
and programmable. Searl also appreciate that the assembly tasks require controlled motion
of the grippers holding the assembly components. Searl knows that the degree of
manipulative flexibility of the assembly robot may be greater than that of the CNC machine
tool, although the types of motion, namely accurate motions in preferred directions, are
similar. It may be envisaged that assembly robots capable of different assembly operations
will be grouped in a single cell, to produce a flexible assembly system, rather than having a
single assembly robot performing a wide range of assembly tasks.
From this last subject upon robots, it should, be clear that Searl is planning upon how mass
production should be undertaken for safety point of human activity of going on strikes etc.
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Can you identify this picture and relate to what time period does it
represent? It falls in the time slot of 1640 – 1700, now have you got it? If
you said the period of circa 1675 let’s see if you are right; let me look at
what I can remember of this time slot. First I think of is the Royal Society
incorporated 1660, called hostile to religion. Another is Sir Isaac Newton’s
“Principia Mathematica”1687. Then Theological skepticism grows. O yes
then there was Fahrenheit perfects the thermometer, which is the image
on show, if you gave the date 1675 then you are right. Unfortunate for
some reason we do not have the correct date, at this time it is assumed to
be that date. Sorry I cannot at this time think of any other event that took
place, but there was without a doubt.

GRIPPING:
Searl understand that manipulations in handling and assembly require a gripper to constrain the S.E.G
segment layers work pieces and components. Searl say that the primary purpose is to render the object
immobile with respect to the hand of the robot, so that the motions of the robot are transferred directly to
the object.
Searl do understand that grippers are not usually versatile devices and have been developed for particular
handling tasks. Thus, a single robot may be used with a wide variety of grippers depending on the task.
Searl understand that the manipulative characteristics of the task will not affect the type of gripper used as
much as them object characteristics, including shape, weight; fragility and surface texture.
Searl know that many grippers constrain work pieces by applying forces, including friction. Searl
understand that these forces counteract disturbing forces encountered during manipulation (including
gravity), inertial forces due to motion, and the forces of contact between work pieces, fixtures and tools,
and between components during assembly. Searl agree that grippers should not disturb objects in the
process of grasping. Searl understand that disturbance in generally avoided not by control over the
individual fingers in the gripper, but by locating the gripper in the correct position relative to the object
before actuating the grasping mechanism. Searl say that in this way, the fingers come into contact almost
simultaneously with the work piece and the disturbing forces are neutralised. More sophisticated grippers
possess servo-controlled finger motion and sensors in each finger, so that the gripper may exert a light
touch to prevent unwanted disturbing forces, deformation or breakage.
Searl through his training with the Open University fully understand that many grippers constrain using
two fingers or jaws, given surface or multiple point contact with the work piece. Other grippers use hooks,
suction pads, or special purpose arrangements of clamps. For robot manipulation, it is not only the physical
connections between the gripper and the S.E.G segment layers work piece which are important, but also
the attitude of the gripper to the work piece when gripping takes place. This attitude will determine the
effectiveness of the grip during manipulation, the ability to reposition and reorientation the work piece in a
handling task, and the liability of the gripping action to disturb the work piece Figure OU 1.7 shows
Possible attempts to grasp cylindrical work pieces. Searl say that the attempt in Figure OU 1.7(a) will be
unsuccessful since the cylinder will be disturbed. Searl say that the attitude in Figure OU 1.7(b) may be
suitable if the part is to be presented for processing, or inserted in a storage position. Searl say for
presenting cylindrical work pieces to a machine tool, like the S.E.G segment layers, the attitude shown in
Figure OU 1.7(C) is required.
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Figure NASA 8.1: Characteristics of the earth’s atmosphere:
Searl accept that a description is needed of the relative position and orientation of the gripper and the
work piece. Searl suggest that we suppose that a coordinate frame is fixed in the body or hand of the
gripper. The position and orientation of the gripper in the reference frame are defined by the configuration
of the robot. Searl say this relation changes as the robot moves. A frame can be defined in simple two
fingered grippers whose fingers move in a plane, as shown in Figure OU 1.8a). Searl remarks that also
consider a frame fixed in the work piece. Searl say that the relationship between the gripper and the work
piece is defined by the relation of the two frames.
For example, the gripper attitude shown in Figure OU 1.8a) has the X and Y axes of the two frames aligned
parallel, and the Z axes coinciding. Searl points out that for grasping; the gripper is moved in the Z
direction with the jaws sufficiently open, until the X and Y axes of the two frames coincide (Figure OU
1.8b). Searl now confirm that the gripper is now in the correct position for grasping. More complex gripper
attitudes can be described using the general relation between coordinate frames.

How does a two-finger gripper constrain a cylindrical work piece?
Searl say consider the gripper holding the work piece with the gripper coordinate frame as shown in Figure
OU 1.8(b). The movements of the cylinder along the X direction and rotation about the Z axis are
constrained directly by the gripper fingers, but all other motions are constrained by the frictional contact
between the pads on the fingers and the cylinder.

Tool handling and process tasks:
Searl states that tool handling often exhibits complex manipulation requirements.
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In my medical training days now long gone and I know that the chances of seeing them again are now zero
rated.
Searl states that the tool is kept at a specified position and orientation, relative to the work, throughout
the task. Searl say that for an example, in arc welding then gun is kept at a constant distance and
orientation with respect to the welding seam. Searl reminds you that the tool handling will often take full
advantage of the robot’s flexible manipulative capability in order to reach all parts of the work. Searl quote
as an example, a robot spraying paint on a car body reaches inside the body shell and around the spatial
complexities of the spot welded panel construction. Searl know he should have in his equipment a box of
tins of paint and brushes that his robot used in his training. So Searl says that the robot not only has the
ability to position and orientate the paint spraying gun, but also does so without the robot itself interfering
with the painting work.
Searl points out that the manipulations of the spray gun are usually programmed on-line by the lead
through method. However, Searl say that this can be inaccurate, time consuming and disrupt production.
Thus, Searl say as with other robot tasks, there is a general trend towards off-line programming. Searl
agrees that this requires an accurate description of the task. Searl state that the position and the direction
of the spray gun must be specified for each part of the task, as well as the speed at which it moves over the
painting surface and the rate of paint release. Searl remarks that given the dextrous robot movements
required to reach inaccessible parts of the work, the sequence of manipulations is planned so that the
robot can move from one area to another smoothly and quickly.
Searl would like to say; that today’s robots with 6 degrees of freedom can perform much more than the
one I had to train on in my home in Tipton. Even that was fantastic to work with. Man has come a long way
in engineering and science, pity education has gone backwards.
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Here again is where no man has been before in Searl heart number 2 shot. Medical technology has
advanced as fast as military technology has.
Searl informs us that it is important parameters for describing the paint spraying manipulations include the
attitude of the gun to the painting surface, the distance of the gun from the surface, and the speed and
direction of its motion at any given point. As Searl understand from his training with the Open University
that the path is most easily defined in the surface. Searl direct you to Figure OU 1.9, the path B is the
centre of the painting band as the gun traverses the surface. (Sorry Open University to have to state that
most of the training data was stolen by Peter King and his 4 members of the gang when they robbed me
on Monday 25th August 2003. Thus I am trying to record what I can remember from this course. I doubt
now that course data is available to be obtained) Searl say that for any point P on the path the gun will
point along the normal, with the spraying nozzle at a specified distance d from the surface at P. Searl say
that the path of the nozzle is defined by the path on the surface, its normal, and the distance d. The nozzle
moves along this path with specified velocity. Searl say he will give a full description of the paint spraying
manipulation is geometrically complex. However, the description seldom needs to be obeyed with great
accuracy, and approximate paths can be used provided that the motions are smooth and the paint spraying
rate is suitable for the nozzle speed and the distance from the surface. Searl state that the relation
between the manipulation and the process control (paint delivery rate in this case) is a significant feature
of tool handling tasks.
Searl trust that you all can follow what he is stating here, it is nevertheless a complex subject to study, and
employ in your daily life. Searl expect robots will become far more intelligent than humans are.
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This image has just popped up in my mind can
you identify it. There is a clue to be seen as to
what time period it belongs to. But who does it
refer to and what were they doing? Searl guess
only a few people will identify it. Clue it is the
year 1610, who then could it be? The person is
watching the night sky for something, but what?
Is he/she an astronomer? Clearly someone got a
telescope. Searl doubt if many people would
have then a telescope. Is the large circle a
planet? If so, are the small symbols moons? Does
this come under physics? A matrix of 9 cells, who
draw this up must be famous person, but whom?
Who is this man? Yes, it is Galileo Galilei February 15th 1564 to January 8th
1642 age 77 years. He was lucky that he was not burnt at the stake but he
was place in house arrest for the final 7 years of his life, for saying that the
Sun stood still and the Earth rotates around it which makes the bible not
telling the truth. It was 7th January 1610 he made that statement and
published it on March 1610 which upset the roman church which was the
only true religion on earth. Searl accepts that religion was a manmade subject
to control the populations growth rate, and what freedom they should have,
and has nothing to do with the supernatural forces, term god! You are your
own future maker and it is up to you to make the best of it.

Searl state above square is the record of Galileo’s observations of Jupiter’s moons; these sketches are
copied from Galileo’s hand written record. The orbits of the moons are nearly in a plane containing our line
of sight from Earth to Jupiter; so the moons are often in front of Jupiter or behind, and they are often
eclipsed by moving into Jupiter shadow. They move quickly round their orbits. That is why the pattern
changes so quickly and why, often, less than four moons are visible.
Searl reminds you that the manipulations in paint spraying sometimes require the spray gun to be
positioned and orientated in constrained spaces. In general, the main arm motions will only be suitable for
rough positioning, since they will be restricted by the configuration of the painting work itself. Searl remind
you that the wrist of the robot may require additional dexterity. NOTICE that to orientate an axially
symmetric spray gun only requires two degrees of freedom. As Searl points out that in a six axis robot arm
there is a spare freedom. However, Searl say that for manipulation in confined spaces this spare freedom is
essential since the motions of the robot joints are constrained. Searl admits that this reduces the effective
degrees of freedom of the arm. Searl see it that special wrists with an elephant trunk appearance are
sometimes used in paint spraying robots to increase dexterity. Searl say that the description of other tool
handling manipulations is now examined.
Searl is aware as he has used one robot are used to handle drills, and provide a quick, accurate and high
quality means to drill large numbers of holes, as required, for example, in the aerospace industry, which
SEARL AEROSPACE CORPORATION belongs. Searl accepts that the robot has to move the drill and the bit
to the required position and orientation over the surface. The drill and the bit are then moved in a straight
line along the axis of the required hole. The straight line motion of the drill may be provided either by the
robot itself, or by a special prismatic joint as part of the drilling tool. Well my lovable Flowerbower what do
you think of that. Does that shock you?
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Figure OU 1.9 Spray painting path:

Searl say that the description of such a task
requires the direction of the axis of the drill bit
(Figure OU 1.10). The starting point P of the hole
and the depth of the hole d to be specified. Searl
say that the rotational speed of the drill, the
straight line speed of the drill bit and the force
exerted by the robot must all coordinated. Searl
say that the accuracy of the robot for executing
straight line motion is crucial in order to prevent
the bit becoming jammed or broken, or the hole
being drilled oversize. Searl say as with the paint
spraying, coordination between the manipulation
and many process factors is required for successful
drilling.
Searl say that an arc welding requires that two
work pieces are joined along a seam. This seam
may be a complex curve in space. Searl sates that
the task is described by the geometrical
specification of the path, the attitude of the
welding gun to the path, the distance of the tool
tip from the path, the speed of transversal of the
gun, and the rate of supply of the filler material.
Searl again, the control of the process and the
manipulation of the tool by the robot must be
coordinated.

Figure OU 1.10: A robot drilling task:

Searl understand the difficulties of the arc-welding
task Centre around the necessity for the robot to
follow the seam of the weld accurately, if a strong,
continuous and consistent weld is to be made.
Searl understand that this requires that the parts
be maintained in constant relation using accurate
fixtures. Searl say that this method is suitable for
rigid parts. However, Searl say for more flexible
metal panels prone to deformation, the fixtures
become elaborate and very task specific. Searl say
that they may not be suitable anyway, however,
since the panels may have deformed slightly in
storage or during transit.
Well Flowerbower what did you understand which
I have presented here of my education.

Figure OU 1.11: a Robot arc-welding task:
Searl say thank you to the thousands whose efforts over the centuries has now made the S.E.G.
Technology feasible to go into mass production, for the benefit of all humankind. It is not just human
beings that will benefit but all animals which humans need for food. Clean air and water and food are vital
now, or there is only one place we shall all end up sooner than later.
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Searl agree that these difficulties in the accurate description of the welding path have provoked the use of
various vision and tactile sensing techniques which allow the robot welder to look ahead along the seam.
Searl wonders if the description of an arc-welding task necessitates the description of the curve joining two
surfaces S1, and S2 (Figure OU 1.11), and the position and orientation of the welding gun at each point on
the curve. Searl say that to produce a weld at the point P, the welding gun should have the correct relation
both to the seam and to the two surfaces. The welding gun is at an angle α to the plane normal to the
curve at P.

Searl say how can the position and direction of an arc-welding gun be described by the
relation with a coordinate frame in the work?
Searl explain that the position can be specified by the coordinates of the tool tip Q (Figure OU 1.11) In the
frame fixed in the work (the work frame) The direction of the tool axis is specified by the angles that the
tool axis makes with each of the axes of the work frame. (Searl say consider the work frame translated to
Q). Searl understand that these angles are usually measured by the values of their cosines. Searl says that
they are the direction cosines of the axis. NOTE that these angles are not independent since any two of
them specify the third.

Searl ask how many variables are required to define the position and direction of an arcwelding gun?
Searl referring again to Figure OU 1.11, three position variables must be specified to define the position of
Q in the work frame, and two independent direction variables (angles) must be specified to define the
direction of the gun.

Searl ask, how many degrees of freedom should an arc-welding robot possess?
Searl ay in theory the robot need only possess five degrees of freedom; this is because it is only necessary
to specify the position and direction of the welding gun rather than the full orientation, because the gun is
axially symmetric. However, Searl say that the whole arc-welding tool, including supplementary
equipment, filler material and a power supply (and possibly also an inert gas supply for MIG welding), is
not axially symmetric and thus may require the full six degrees of freedom for general manipulation.

Large scale manipulation in manufacturing systems:
Searl say that in manufacturing system, materials, and components and finished S.E.Gs and other products
will be expected to be constantly being moved between processes. Searl say that this large scale
manipulation is becoming more automated and placed under computer control.
Searl say that the storage and retrieval of raw materials and parts can be automated. Searl say that this
requires relatively simple manipulations to locate and retrieve pallets and containers from a stacking
system. After retrieval: the parts are transported by various transfer system, including conveyors and
overhead gantries, or by automated guided vehicles (AGVs) loaded with pallets.
Hello Bradley, am I senile or is it you that is senile. Yes you and your mates have delay our funding.
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Figure EC3.17: Many of you will understand
what this circuit represents; it goes back to my
time 1946. It represents a single wire
telegraph circuit with earth return.
Searl say that when the AGs reach their
destinations, the pallets are unloaded. Searl
say that the docking of vehicles at welldefined positions may require the use of
proximity, touch or force sensors, to aid and
check for successful docking. Searl
acknowledge if the parts are in accurately
prescribed positions on the pallets and the
precise positions of the pallets are known,
then the parts can be transferred directly to
feeders, indexed devices for parts
presentation of fixtures. Well Flowerbower
what have you learnt?
This all represent parts of Searl education as a very young man from 14 years old to 18 years old, just to
hold a job, not just one job a day but two jobs a day.
Searl say however, unloading parts and their precise placement in fixtures require an increase in accuracy
over and above that associated with the storage and transfer of parts. Searl points out that in this case;
sensing may be require improving accuracy and enable the transfer of parts from pallets to fixtures to be
automated, although in some cases alignment using mechanical means can be effective. Searl accepts that
this boundary between accuracies is often bridged using manual dexterities and skills. Searl acknowledge
that even in flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) installations these operations have not been completely
automated.
Searl recognises that components and partially completed products such as the S.E.Gs are often
transferred between processes using conveyors or overhead transfer devices in general; each production
operation requires the work piece to be located precisely and only to move in well specified ways during
that particular process. However, Searl states that in the transfer between processes it may be
prohibitively expensive or not technologically feasible to insist on the precise specification of positions and
orientations. Searl adds that for an example, parts moving on overhead conveyors may adjust their
positions and orientations due to inaccuracies in the conveyor itself, or to looseness and tolerances in the
conveyor fixing devices. Thus Searl accepts that it is not uncommon for each production operation in a
sequence to require a means to increase the accuracy of the parts position and orientation. Searl
acknowledge that this is often accomplished manually.
Thus Searl points out those two aspects of large scale manipulation are essential in a manufacturing
system: first the transfer of components and partially completed S.E.Gs between different processes: and
second, the fixing of parts accurately for each process. Searl understand that if complete automation is
required, the transfer of parts must be sufficiently accurate for immediate presentation to production
processes, as is the case in many FMS installations or sensing must be available to detect inaccuracies.
Well Flowerbower what have you learnt, am I still a conman as you have claimed for so long or are you the
conman?
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Searl expect that SEARL AEROSPACE CORPORATION will become a large organisation where a large scale
manipulation is used not only to transfer components between processes but also to bring components
together at assembly stations, from which they are passed for further processing. These ‘nodes’ as Searl
calls them in the system, at which prepared components are brought together, present many of the
features of assembly manipulations which Searl has discussed. For an example, Searl say that in
assembling the panels for spot welding a car body assembly. Partially completed side and floor panels may
be assembled in fixtures for further welding. As Searl see it that the difficult manipulation task is the
assembly in the fixtures, rather than bringing the components together in one place.

Searl ask where do the main difficulties lie in using automated large scale manipulation in
manufacturing systems?
Searl say the main difficulties lie at the interface between large scale manipulation and the production
processes. As Searl understand that they concern the differentials in the accuracy required, or even
possible, for the two tasks. Searl understand that processes whose large scale manipulation is accurately
specified, including FMS installations for machining and simple assembly tasks, may be almost completely
automated under computer control, although the manipulations required to assemble components in
fixtures may still present difficulties. Searl is talking about his time not yours in which things have
progressed. Searl wonder if the large scale manipulation is not accurate enough for presentation of
components to production processes on either economic or technological grounds, complex manipulations
will be required to effect corrections, based on sensing information. Searl understand that in many cases
these interfacing operations are performed manually.
Searl is please to say that this end part one of this particular subject. It may not be absolutely accurate to
Searl training but it is as near as one can remember after all these years which has passed, things progress
and changes occur, thus your knowledge base must be greater than mind Gunga Din.
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In closing volume FOUR, we like to wish all readers a long and happy life, from the men of the future
producing clean technology here in the U.S.A. which is meant to be.

Watch out for our lectures and demonstrations of tomorrow’s energy and transportation systems.
America deserves clean water, clean air and good food. We are determined to deliver the goods.
Your help would speed up our efforts. God bless America.
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